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Abstract

Due to the powerful, efficient and convenient input properties, touch-based gestures have been
widely employed to support a variety of interactive tasks. Touch-based gestures include pen gesture
and finger gesture, which are movement trajectories of the contact point of the user’s pen or finger on
the touch sensitive surface. By means of touch-based gestures, users can select small targets, acquire
remote targets, select menus, and entry text. Therefore, gesture-based interactions have been attracting
widespread research interest in topics such as models for the prediction of gesture production time,
algorithms for gesture recognition, and feedback for drawing gestures.
This thesis pays attention to two important issues about touch-based gesture interaction. One is
regarding how to design gestures for touch-based interaction, with regard to different input forms
(pen vs. finger), users of different ages (older users vs. younger users), and different entry sizes. The
other is about gesture-based tasks, which concentrates on how to employ touch-based gestures in
interactive activities.
For gesture-oriented design, three studies were conducted to improve touch-based gesture
design. First, a study was conducted to quantify the differences and similarities between finger and
pen gestures. The work proposed a methodology to investigate and quantify the performance of
finger and pen gestures, and provided a solid foundation to apply principles, methods and findings
from pen-based gesture design to finger-based gesture design. Second, a user-defined gesture study
was conducted to compare user-defined gestures between younger people and older people in the
context of pen input and finger input. The study aimed to understand the preferred gestures of both
younger and older adults in the context of pen input and finger input. Third, as gesture entry size is
an important factor for determining users’ performance of gesture input, this thesis quantitatively
investigated optimal finger-based entry size in touch-based mobile phones for two commonly used
Chinese handwriting input styles: two-handed entry with the non-dominant hand holding the device
and the index finger of the dominant hand entering characters; and one-handed entry with the
dominant hand holding the device and the thumb of the dominant hand being used for character entry.
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The experimental results and methodology can be employed in user interface design for
gesture-based interaction in touch-based mobile phones.
To better understand the issue of gesture-based tasks, this thesis examined gesture performance
in a document scrolling task in touch-based mobile phones and investigated the use of touch gestures
to better support multi-user collaborative tasks on large tabletops as well. In the first study, this
thesis quantitatively analyzed the performance of two scrolling techniques (flick and ring) for
document navigation in touch-based mobile phones by means of three input methods (index finger,
pen and thumb) in the context of sitting and walking postures. The work offered several insights for
scrolling technique design for document navigation in touch-based mobile phones. The second study
proposed Window Avatar, a window-based technique which allows the user to create a personal
territory by means of hand shape gestures in multi-touch tabletop displays. Based on Window Avatar,
this thesis presented a set of interaction techniques using shape gestures in combination with direct
manipulations, so as to enhance user interaction on manipulation and collaboration.
In summary, this dissertation contributes to the field of gesture-based interaction in view of
gesture-oriented design and gesture-based tasks. The conclusions drawn in this thesis and
methodologies proposed in this thesis will be beneficial to future studies which aim to better explore
touch-based gesture interactions, and to improve the design of touch-based gesture interactions.

Keywords
Touch-based interaction, gesture-based interaction, pen gesture, finger gesture, entry size,
gesture-based task, gesture performance
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Chapter 1 General Introduction
1.1 Research Background

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. 1 Touch-based gesture interactions. (a) Flick gesture. (b) Zoom gesture. (c) Tap gesture.
Source: Google image.

User Interface (UI) technique is typically treated as a research hotspot in Human-computer

Interaction (HCI) field. UI is responsible for the space where interaction between users and
computers occurs. The goal of interaction between the user and the computer at UI is effective
operation and control of the computer, and feedback from the computer which aids the user in
making operational decisions. In general, there are three generations in the development of user
interface techniques: command line interface (CLI), graphical user interface (GUI) and natural user
interface (NUI) [70]. The popularity of Mac OS X, Microsoft Windows, and the X Window System
has made GUI the most widely used interface in public life today. GUI allows the user to interact
with the computer using metaphors (e.g., pictures and symbols), rather than having to memorize many
complicated commands and to type them precisely, as with a command-line interface such as DOS.
However, many drawbacks of GUI still seriously limit users’ manipulation on computer. Users have
to make frequent menu selections, button operations and commands input by means of the keyboard
and the mouse, which will always result in a discrete operation procedure. Even though a task can be
implemented in a single-pass, current software always breaks the implementation into a sequence of
steps. NUI, as the next generation user interface, has generated considerable recent research interest.
NUI refers to a user interface which is (1) effectively invisible, or becomes invisible with successive
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learned interactions, to its users, and (2) is based on nature or natural elements (i.e. physics, also
known as Natural Philosophy) [70].
As a powerful, efficient and convenient input style, gestures are one desirable feature of NUI. “A
gesture is a motion of the body that contains information.” [51] Gestures in HCI can be classified
into two categories: two-dimensional gestures surface gestures [105] (see Figure 1. 1) and
three-dimensional gestures motion gestures [81]. For surface gestures, users can draw gestures on the
touch screen in two dimensions. For example, flick gesture, which requires the user to contact the
digitizer in a quick flicking motion, and zoom gesture, which is used to enlarge or reduce a object by
bringing fingers in the opposite direction or closer together. Motion gestures can enable users to
interact with a device, in three dimensions, by translating or rotating the device, or by moving the
hands, face or other parts of the body without holding a device.
The advantages of gesture-based interactions are two folds: (1) the user can quickly articulate
the gesture for a command or a word by recalling from memory, rather than by selecting an icon
with looking much at the icon, which may be a time-consuming process; (2) compared to tapping on
the icon, gesture input is a form of more fluid movement closer to drawing, hence introducing a
natural input style for the user. The above attributes of gestures can meet the requirements of NUI
and can contribute to the growth in popularity of NUI. Therefore, gestures have been attracting
widespread interest in HCI research field.
This thesis focuses specifically on surface gesture. Due to the rapid growth of touch screen
devices, gestures on touch screens are an increasingly important interaction modality. Touch-based
gesture is a movement trajectory of the contact point of the user’s pen or finger on the touch
sensitive surface; finger gesture and pen gesture are two main forms of touch gesture. Gestures can
be used in a number of application scenarios for touch screens. A typical application is the use of
gestures in target selection task, which is regarded as a fundamental task in HCI. Lü and Li [61]
showed how to apply gestures to select small targets in user interfaces. Gestures can also be
employed to acquire remote targets in large interactive displays [10]. In addition, users can employ
gestures to perform command selection as an alternative to pull-down menus in pen-based interfaces
[5], [45]. In addition to the above applications, one noteworthy application of gestures is text entry.
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Shapewriter is such a technique, which is a novel form of writing that uses pen strokes on graphical
keyboards to write text, can enable users to enter text efficiently at a faster rate than previously
possible on mobile phones, handheld computers and other mobile devices [46], [115].
As a result, in view of a wide variety of applications with gestures, gestures have attracted
widespread research interest in topics of recognition algorithm, feedback and models. We will review
the related work in Chapter Two.

1.2 Objectives and Research Issues
This thesis pays attention to two important questions about touch-based gesture interaction. One
is how to design gestures for touch-based interaction, with regard to different input forms (pen vs.
finger), users of different ages (older users vs. younger users), and different entry sizes. The other is
how to employ gestures in interactive activities.
For gesture design, this thesis explores three aspects in touch-based gesture interaction: input
forms, users of different ages and entry sizes. (1) Regarding input forms, this thesis examined the
performance of pen gesture and finger gesture. Previous studies have investigated gesture
performance with regard to pen input and finger input respectively. As the stylus (pen) has been the
primary implement for drawing stroke gestures on touch screens, such as that of PDAs, past stroke
gesture research has been focused on the digital pen as the drawing implement. And most stroke
gesture HCI research work published to date, such as [4], [5], [6], [14], [26], [45], [60], [79], [115]
has been based on data collected from gestures produced with high quality inductive digital styli.
However, recent commercial product design has tended to avoid the use of the pen with a view to
user convenience and simplicity. Hence, a major current focus in gesture design refers to finger
gesture design [1], [56], [61], [71], [105], as well as the combinational use of finger and pen gestures
[28], [116]. Nevertheless, little research has paid attention to the analysis of pen gesture and finger
gesture together, with the consideration that the two kinds of gestures have some common and
distinct features. Treating finger gesture and pen gesture as two independent parts of touch gesture
can not deeply explore their characteristics for the designer, which would hinder efficient design and
evaluation of touch gesture based interaction. Pen gesture and finger gesture have some obvious
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differences and similarities as follows: first, pen input and finger input are all isotonic (zero or
constant resistance) and position control input styles; second, pen input is more precious than finger
input, but finger input is more direct than pen input. However, it remains unclear of the deep-seated
differences and similarities between finger gesture and pen gesture, e.g., in precision, size, and other
gesture characteristics. Understanding the similarities and differences plays an important role in
touch-based gesture design; finger gesture design and pen gesture design can learn from each other.
This thesis aims to fill in the above gap of gesture research, with a focus on how quantitatively
similar or different finger gestures are from pen gestures, as well as on how to apply principles,
methods and findings from pen-based gesture design to finger-based gesture design. (2) In respect to
users of different ages for gesture input, it is well known that perceptual, cognitive and motor
deficits result in many older adults experiencing greater difficulties performing computer-related
tasks than younger adults [32], [34], [63]. However, because younger adults are the main consumer
groups of interactive devices, current gesture design aims to meet their needs, while ignores the
needs of older people. Most gesture-based interfaces provided few or no accessibility features for
older people, leaving the interfaces largely unusable for that age group. Although this is a serious
problem, there has been very little work on the investigation of gesture performance involving the
consideration of age related factors. It is more important to design appropriate gestures for older
adults than for younger adults in two reasons. First, due to the perceptual, cognitive and motor
deficits of older adults, it would take longer time for them to learn how to use gestures. Hence,
appropriate gestures can allow older people to learn and use more easily. Second, compared to
younger adults, older adults are likely to feel deeper frustration when meeting the failure to perform
gestures, which hinders older adults from continuing use gestures. Therefore, it is vital to understand
how older people prefer to use gestures, and to design better gesture-based interactions for older
people. (3) Entry sizes play an important role in users’ performance of handwriting entry [79]. For
interactive devices, such as mobile phones, which have a small screen, the screen area restricts the
handwriting entry area size. In order to design a rational screen layout which can display more
information and also allow users to draw gestures with ease and high efficiency, it is important to
determine the optimal entry area for gesture input. There are other properties of touch-based gesture
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interaction which are impossible to explore all at once.
This thesis concentrates on the above three topics, since they are fundamental and their impact
on performance is important to the design of touch-based gestures. Once we establish a basic
understanding of these properties, further research issues will be exposed and can be pursued in
future studies.
For gesture-based task, this thesis examined gesture performance in a document scrolling task
in touch-based mobile phones and also designed a set of gestures to better support multi-user
collaborative tasks on large tabletops. The document scrolling task was selected for analysis because
this is a common task in HCI field [27]. Two scrolling techniques, flick and ring, which are two
important scrolling gestures for document navigation, are analyzed here. Examining the advantages
and disadvantages of these two scrolling gestures would be beneficial to scrolling technique design.
The other interactive task examined in the study includes individual and collaborative tasks in
multi-touch tabletop displays. Multi-touch tabletops have been widely employed in individual and
collaborative tasks. However, they suffer from some drawbacks such as about the orientation of the
tabletop and remote targets acquisition [10], [47], [86]. To improve interactions in multi-touch
tabletop displays, a set of interaction techniques were presented using shape gestures in combination
with direct manipulations, so as to enhance user interaction on manipulation and collaboration.
These two studies aimed to better employ gesture-based interactions in HCI tasks.

1.3 Dissertation Overview
The purpose of this dissertation is to examine the performance of touch-based gesture
interactions, so as to better design touch gestures. The structure of this dissertation is shown in Table
1. 1. As a first step, an introduction is presented to describe the research background and the
motivation of this dissertation (Chapter 1). After the introduction, a detailed review of previous
studies about touch-based gesture interactions is presented (Chapter 2). Then, five gesture-related
studies which aim to improve touch-based gesture interaction are introduced in five chapters in the
context of gesture-oriented design and gesture-based task. Among these five studies, three of them
are referred to gesture-oriented design, which will be described in Chapter 3, 4 and 5 respectively.
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First, Chapter 3 introduces a study which was carried out to compare the performance of finger
stroke gesture and pen stroke gesture in terms of a set of gesture features. Second, a study (Chapter 4)
was conducted to examine the performance of pen gesture and finger gesture for older people and
younger people by means of a user-defined approach. In addition, Chapter 5 shows a study regarding
the optimal entry box size for Chinese characters (as complex gestures) in touch-based mobile
phones. For gesture-based task, a study was conducted to examine the performance of two scrolling
gestures with pen input and finger input (Chapter 6). In addition, a study regarding gesture-based
interaction for multi-touch tabletops is presented (Chapter 7). Each chapter begins with a research
motivation, followed by a literature review. Experiments are then detailed with the description of
carefully designed representative tasks. Conclusions are drawn based upon rigorous statistical
analysis of the experimental results. Through these five studies, a number of approaches are
presented to reveal the properties of gesture-based interactions, and also are showed on how to better
apply touch-based gesture interactions to user interface design. After the five chapters, the
conclusions of the dissertation are presented and future directions are also discussed (Chapter 8).
Overall, the purpose of this thesis is to improve the performance of touch-based gesture interactions.

Table 1. 1 The dissertation structure.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
This chapter reviews past studies regarding touch-based gesture interactions from two aspects:
(1) the history of touch-based gesture interactions; (2) current research topics of touch-based gesture
interactions. In the first aspect, this thesis reviews the development of gesture-based interaction, with
a specific focus on two important changes of touch-based gesture interactions in the important
paradigm shift. In the second aspect, this thesis summarizes three important research issues in
gesture-related research field: gesture recognition algorithm, motor control complexity of stroke
gestures, and feedback in gesture interfaces. The review of previous studies demonstrates the
significances of the studies presented in this thesis, and also provides several beneficial research
methodologies to this thesis.

2.1 History of Touch-based Gesture Interactions
Touch-screen gesture research has attracted much attention for many years in HCI research. As
early as in 1963, Sutherland [96] conducted an early project, Sketchpad, which is treated as one of
the beginnings of human-computer interaction research. The project aimed to use stroke gestures in
graphical human-machine communication. Newman and Sproull [68] prominently featured stroke
gestures as an input mechanism and described in detail how to implement a rudimentary stroke
gesture recognizer. Since then, surface gestures have attracted wide research interests in HCI
research field [15], [73], [111]. These studies explored the advantages of gesture-based interaction
and contributed to develop gesture-based interaction in user interface design.
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to conduct a detailed review of the history of touch-based
gesture interactions. Instead, we would like to highlight two important changes of gesture based
interactions in the history: (1) the shift from pen gestures to finger gestures; (2) the change from
stroke gestures to multi-touch gestures. Through the description of these two changes, we aim to
show the significance of the studies presented in this thesis.
As the stylus (pen) has been the primary implement for drawing stroke gestures on touch
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screens, such as that of PDAs, past stroke gesture research has been focused on the digital pen as the
drawing implement. And most stroke gesture HCI research work published to date, such as [4], [5],
[6], [14], [26], [45], [60], [79], [115] has been based on data collected from gestures produced with
high quality inductive digital styli. However, recent commercial product design has tended to avoid
the use of the pen with a view to user convenience and simplicity. Hence, a major current focus in
gesture design refers to finger gesture design [1], [56], [61], [71], [105], as well as the combinational
use of finger and pen gestures [28], [116]. This kind of shift raises several research questions
regarding gesture-based interactions. This thesis deeply explored one of these research issues: the
differences and similarities between pen and finger gestures, and discussed several research
guidelines in the context of the shift regarding gesture entry style.
Past surface gesture studies focused on stroke gestures, which are usually drawn by a pen or a
finger [1], [6], [9], [14], [60], [115]. Advances in touch screen allow users to draw touch gestures
with multi fingers or combinational input styles with pens and fingers. Higher degree of freedom
enables the user to easily perform some gestures, such as using zooming gesture to enlarge targets.
Using multi fingers to perform such gestures is consistent with user experiences in real world
situations. This input attribute meets the requirement of NUI. Therefore, multi touch gestures are
becoming more and more widely used in commercial products. Also, the research of touch-based
gesture interactions became interested in multi-touch gestures [11], [13], [24], [23], [37], [39], [40],
[61], [82], [98], [103]. In this thesis, we examined the performance of stroke gestures and multi
touch gestures respectively, which aims to improve the design of stroke gestures and multi touch
gestures.
The above two changes indicate that gesture-based interactions, as a natural and convenient
interaction style, are gaining popularity in interactive device design. As we have summarized
previously, the advantages of gesture-based interactions are two folds: (1) the user can quickly
articulate the gesture for a command or a word by recalling from memory; (2) gesture input is a form
of more fluid movement closer to drawing, hence introducing a natural input style for the user. The
above attributes of gestures can meet the requirement of NUI and can contribute to the growth in
popularity of NUI.
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2.2 Research Topics Related to Touch Gestures
This thesis conducted a detailed literature review of touch-based gesture in current HCI
research and sorted them into three major topics: gesture recognition algorithm, motor control
complexity of stroke gestures, and feedback in gesture interfaces. Through reviewing these three
fundamental aspects of gesture research in HCI field, we aim to provide some valuable
methodologies and guidelines for the studies described in the thesis.

2.2.1 Gesture Recognition Algorithm
A major research interest in gesture interface is the design and development of gesture
recognition algorithms. Single stroke gesture recognition was a critical part of early handwriting
recognition systems. The current practices methods of gesture recognition can be classified into two
categories. One is training-based methods and the other is template matching methods.
Training-based methods include Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [3], [12], [90], neural
networks [75], feature-based statistical classifiers [17], [80], dynamic programming [66], [97] and
ad-hoc heuristic recognizers [17], [69], [110]. These approaches represent a stroke gesture as an
n-dimensional vector and use a training set to partition the n-dimensional space into multiple gesture
classes. Among these approaches, one noteworthy approach is the recognizer proposed by Rubine
[80], which encodes a gesture as a vector of 13 features and uses a covariance matrix to partition this
13-dimensional space. This recognizer has been used in many gesture research projects [30], [54],
[59], [67].
As a simple and easy to implement approach, template matching based recognizer has attracted
much research attention and has been widely employed in many gesture-related studies [5], [45],
[57], [108], [115]. For gesture recognition, template-based methods compute the distance between
user’s gesture input and a list of gesture templates, after rotating, scaling and translating. This thesis
used proportional shape distance as a feature in the first study and examined the performance of pen
and finger gesture in terms of the feature.
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2.2.2 Motor Control Complexity of Stroke Gestures
Some studies paid attention to the research on quantitative models of human performance in
producing gestures that can characterize the efficiency of a given gesture or a gesture set. Such
models may be useful in the design and evaluation of existing or future gesture interfaces by
quantitatively predicting their efficiency before running extensive user studies. This thesis reviews
three noteworthy studies as follows.
Isokoski [36] proposed a model for stroke gestures that used the number of approximating
straight line segments in a gesture as a predictor of complexity correlating to production time. The
underlying assumption is that drawing a straight line segment takes constant time, regardless of the
length of the segment. The model’s best correlation result was R2 = 0.85 on Unistroke characters [25],
and it achieved R2 between 0.5 and 0.8 for other gesture sets. However, it is difficult to accurately
define the number of straight line segments needed to approximate a curved gesture. Furthermore, it
does not provide an estimation of the magnitude of the actual production time.
Viviani and colleagues [101], [102] investigated human handwriting and drawing behavior in
terms of instant movement velocity as a function of curvature, and proposed a power-formed model.

V = KR β

(2.1)

, where V is the instant (tangential) velocity of movement; R is the radius of curvature C
(R=1/C), and K and β are constants of the model.
CLC model, proposed by Cao and Zhai [14], is a quantitative human performance model of
making single-stroke pen gestures within certain error constraints in terms of production time. In
CLC model, a stroke gesture is decomposed into three classes of gesture elements: curves, line
segments and corners. The total production time of a gesture is computed as the sum of all time
durations of producing all gesture segments:

T= ∑ T(line)+∑ T(coner)+∑ T(curve)

(2.2)

Results showed that high correlation with empirical data from a variety of gesture sets were
achieved, with greater than 0.9 R2 value in all cases. Thus, CLC model can serve as a foundation for
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the design and evaluation of existing and future gesture-based user interfaces at the basic motor
control efficiency level. In the first study of this thesis, CLC model was used to predict gesture
production time, so as to determine gesture complexity with other considerations of gesture length
and gesture appearance.

2.2.3 Feedback in Gesture Interfaces
Feedback plays an important role in the performance of HCI techniques. Targeted this point, the
importance of feedback in gesture based interaction has been deeply explored. Andersen and Zhai [4]
investigated the use of auditory feedback in pen-gesture interfaces. They found that it was difficult to
enhance the performance of gaining performance and learning advantage through auditory feedback
but a few simple functions such as indicating the pen-gesture recognition results can be achieved.
Visual feedback can serve as an effective method for learning gesture-based command sets [6].
EdgeWrite [107] is an example of exploiting haptic assistance in gesture production. It is a text entry
method for handheld devices designed to provide stability of motion for people with motor
impairments.
In summary, the review shows that touch-based gesture interactions are being promoted with
the development of user interface. And this interaction style is gaining popularity in Natural User
Interface (NUI). The review also shows some useful methodologies and findings for the studies
described in the thesis.
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Chapter 3 A Comparative Evaluation of
Finger and Pen Stroke Gestures
3.1 Introduction
Due to the rapid growth of touch screen devices, stroke gestures on touch screens are an
increasingly important interaction modality. Until recently, the stylus (pen) has been the primary
implement for drawing stroke gestures on touch screens. However, today's preferred implement for
tapping and gesturing on touch screens is the finger or fingers.
Past stroke gesture research has been focused on the digital pen as the drawing implement.
Most stroke gesture HCI research work published to date, such as [5], [6], [46], [49], [50], [60], [108]
has been based on data collected from gestures produced with high quality inductive digital styli. It
is questionable whether and how well these results apply to finger drawn gestures. Our
investigations looked at the differences and similarities between finger and pen stroke gestures both
of which have been neglected in the literature. There is a clear need to identify and characterize these
differences where they are present. For example, if we know finger gestures are particularly poor at
producing certain types of features, then future research and product design should exploit such
knowledge and avoid relying on these features in their recognition algorithm and gesture set design.
Understanding the quantitative difference between finger strokes and pen strokes can provide a
foundation for differential designs of pen and finger interface or combinational designs of pen and
finger input in the same interface [28].
To our knowledge little has been done in the HCI research community to address these pressing
questions. We see gesture interfaces such as gesture keyboards but they were initially designed with
the pen in mind [115] and have been increasingly transformed to finger use [116]. However, the
costs and benefits of this unevaluated adaption switch are not known beyond anecdotal subjective
impressions. A scientific approach, such as the one presented in this study, has been pending for too
long.
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We set out to perform the first systematic comparative investigation between pen vs. finger
gestures. We asked participants to draw a set of stroke gestures with a finger and a pen respectively
as shown in Table 3. 1. We then processed and analyzed the drawn gestures according to a set of
measures and features that are either most basic (such as stroke articulation time) or that are likely to
differentiate finger gestures from pen gestures (such as the precision of corner production). We then
drew a set of conclusions that characterize the differences and similarities between finger vs. pen
gestures.

3.2 Related Work
There is a large body of HCI research on gesture interfaces, e.g. [10], [64], [105] for finger
gesture and [5], [6], [46], [50], [60], [108] for pen gesture. It is unnecessary and beyond the scope of
this study to review that literature here. Instead, we only highlight a few lines of work that bear
direct relevance to the questions we addressed and the methods we used in addressing them.

3.2.1 Human Motor Control Theory
Historically, the study on how humans control their motor behavior has centered on the debate
between the centrists and the peripheralists among motor control theorists [85]. The centrists tended
to view motor control behavior as an inside-out process, driven by “motor programs” from human
internal representations. In contrast, peripheralists tended to emphasize motor control behavior as
regulated by outside-in feedback from the environment. To our current questions regarding finger vs.
pen gesture differences, a centralist would suggest that there is little difference between finger and
pen gestures since their production are both driven from internal representations, as is indeed
proposed in the effector independence theory [104] concerning writing. A peripheralist however
would argue that the different feel and interaction with the touch screen surface afforded by the pen
vs. the bare finger would impact how a gesture is produced.
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3.2.2 Gesture Models
The complexity of a stroke gesture may have an impact on the difference between finger and
pen gestures. Conceivably fingers are good (enough) at producing simple gestures. How to measure
and characterize gesture complexity is a research topic. Simple measures such as the length or the
number of line segments [36] in a stroke gesture may serve as complexity indicators. A more formal
model, the CLC model [14] that computes a gesture's production time based on sub models of curve,
line, and corner production, is a more rigorous characterization of gesture complexity. We used the
CLC model as a verification method in the design of our experiment.

3.2.3 Gesture Measurements and Features
Blagojevic et al. [8] categorized a feature library of ink gestures and used this library with
attribute selection algorithms to choose good features for gesture recognition. Their work revealed
that feature selection can significantly improve recognition rates, which demonstrated the
importance of selecting good features for gesture recognition. However, their study did not pay
attention to either finger stroke gestures or the difference and similarities between finger and pen
gestures. Our study investigates the differences and similarities between finger and pen gestures, so
as to find “finger friendly” features for finger gesture design and recognition.
Gesture recognition algorithms inevitably use a set of features to classify user input. These
features can all be potentially used as measures of finger and pen gesture difference. For example,
Andersen and Zhai [4] developed a set of measures to characterize gesture difference. SHARK2 used
proportional shape distance (PSD) as a key feature in classifying the user's input on a gesture
keyboard [46]. The PSD feature was more generally studied in Wobbrock et al. [108] showing that it
produces comparable or stronger results than the well known Rubine recognizer [80] that combines a
set of features through data training. Long et al. [60] used a set of features mostly taken from the
Rubine recognizer.
Five features, namely proportional shape distance, indicative angle difference, time, speed,
distance between the first and last points, from the above cited papers [4], [46], [60], [80], [108]
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appeared to be most relevant to the research questions we wanted to address here.

3.3 Gesture Used in the Experiment
In order to identify differences between finger and pen gestures, we designed and selected a set
of gesture prototypes. Our goal was to have a small gesture set that covers a wide range of gestures
across different categories.

3.3.1 Gesture Categories

Table 3. 1 Prototype gesture categories. The green dot signifies the starting point of a gesture, and
the arrow denotes the end point and the direction of a gesture.

Twelve gestures were used in our experiment. Their prototypes are shown in Table 3. 1. Five of
them were selected from previous studies (G1 [4], G2 [80], G3 [4], G4 [5], [6], G10 [115]). Four
were designed based on previous studies (G5 [80], G6 [4], [5]}, G7 [4], G12 [60]). G8, G9 and G11
were newly designed for this study.
Based on visual appearance in terms of the number of corners, curves and line segments, the
gestures were divided into three groups according to their levels of complexity, i.e., Simple, Medium
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and Complex as shown in Table 3. 1. These classifications were also supported by simple complexity
measures such as length and by their predicted production time. The length of a prototype gesture
with the bounding box 3.0 × 3.0 cm was the sum of the distance between adjacent points in the
prototype gesture's trajectory. The predicted production time for a prototype gesture with the
bounding box 3.0 × 3.0 cm was calculated by the CLC model [14]. For example, the length and
expected time for G1 are 9.7 cm and 1006 ms respectively, while for G12, the length and expected
time are 22.67 cm and 2829 ms respectively.
These gestures also vary in characteristics. Gestures G1, G2, G5, G6, G9 and G10 were
composed of corners and straight lines, and Gestures G3, G4, G7, G8, G11 and G12 were mainly
composed of corners and curves. Gestures G1, G3, G5, G7, G9 and G11 are closed gestures because
their prototypes start and end in the same position. The rest of the gestures in the set are open
gestures.
Gestures G2, G4, G6, G8, G10 and G12 contain intersections, and the other gestures do not.
The number of interaction points generally increases with gesture complexity.

Gestures G2 and G4

have one interaction point each, G6 and G8 have two interaction points each, G10 has four, and G12
has seven interaction points. Gestures G1, G3, G4, G5, G7, G9 and G11 are symmetrical about the Y
axis. The others are asymmetrical.

3.3.2 Target Gesture Size
Intuitively, stroke gestures can be more easily produced in smaller sizes with the pen than with
the finger. This led us to repeat the same set of gestures in three different target sizes and ask the
participants to reproduce them accordingly. The target gesture size of a prototype gesture was
defined as the area in cm2 of the target gesture's bounding box. From past research we know that pen
gestures can be produced in rather small sizes.
According to Ren and Zhou [79], the bounding box size 1.5 × 1.5 cm in length was set up as a
baseline in our experiment, which should be rather comfortable for pen gesturing and we suspected
that it would be more challenging for finger gesturing. To evaluate the gesture size factor, we also set
up the medium (3.0 × 3.0 cm) and large target gesture sizes (4.5 × 4.5 cm) respectively. We expected
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these two sizes would be less challenging for finger gesturing.

3.4 Experiment
3.4.1 Participants
Fifteen volunteers, twelve males and three females, from 20 to 30 years of age, participated in
the experiment. All participants were right-handed. Ten of them had prior experience using stylus,
and also with finger operation. Three of them had prior experience with finger operation only on
touch screen devices. The other two participants had no prior experience operating digital screens
with either stylus or finger.

3.4.2 Apparatus
The study was conducted on a HP touchsmart tx2 tablet computer. The screen size was 12.1
inches and its resolution was 1280 × 800 pixels, which means the pixel pitch was 0.204 mm. The
most important reason we chose this computer as the experimental apparatus was that it has two
touch sensing mechanisms (one capacitive and the other inductive), hence supporting both pen and
finger gestures [33]. This ensured that we measured finger and pen gestures under the same set of
conditions and form factors. During the experiment the computer was folded in tablet mode and laid
on the table with the screen facing upward.

3.4.3 Task and Procedure

Figure 3. 1 The display for gesture input.
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The goal of the experimental task design was to simulate how people draw gestures from their
memory instead of copying or tracing a template.
Similar to the experimental design of [4], participants were asked to draw the gesture from
memory as accurately as possible at a normal writing speed, using the pen and index finger of the
dominant hand, after being shown the target gesture. As shown in Figure 3. 1, the experiment
window was divided into a display area and a gesture input area. In each test trial, a gesture
prototype was displayed in the left window for 1.5 seconds, with a dot and an arrowhead indicating
the starting point and ending point respectively; meanwhile the right window was hidden by blue
color (see Figure 3. 1 left).
After 1.5 seconds, the gesture prototype disappeared, along with the blue color in the gesturing
area, prompting the participant to draw the same gesture in the right window (see Figure 3. 1 right).
Pilot studies indicated that after a training period, this time period is long enough to allow
participants to remember both the size and overall shape of the target gesture.
The experiment consisted of a training phase and an experimental phase. In the training phase,
participants were first taught how to perform the experimental task. Then they were asked to draw
the twelve gestures in three sizes using the pen and finger respectively as practice. In this training
phase, the gesture prototype remained in the left window till the entire trial was completed. In the
test phase of this within-subject experiment, each participant completed four blocks of all gestures in
three sizes in two drawing implement conditions: pen vs. finger. Within each block, the order of the
twelve gestures in three different sizes was randomized. In summary, the experiment data collection
consisted of:
15 subjects ×
2 implements ×
4 blocks ×
12 gestures ×
3 target gesture sizes ×
= 4320 drawing trials
At the end of the experiment, a questionnaire was administrated to gather subjective opinions.
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Participants were asked to rate pen input and finger input on 7-point Likert Scales regarding speed,
accuracy and hand fatigue (7 for highest preference, and 1 for lowest preference).
We defined a set of dependent variables, including time, accuracy and shape similarities
between user drawn gestures and the prototypes. For ease of comprehension and brevity, we deferred
the formal definition of each dependent variable to the next section and placed it immediately before
the corresponding experimental results.

3.5 Feature Selection
As described in the section “Related Work”, a lot of stroke features have been studied. For the
purpose of our study, we chose five features from the literature and designed four new features (see
Table 3. 2). We suspected that all these features may reveal differences between finger and pen
gestures. With features F1 and F2, the pen or the finger used as the drawing implement may lead to
different performance due to either friction or dexterity differences. In addition, because the pen tip
is sharper and allows more precision than the fingertip, the finger may result in different
performance with respect to F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8 and F9.
Inspired by the feature classification method in [80], each feature was classified manually along
two dimensions: algebraical property feature and geometric shape feature (see Table 3. 2). As a basic
measure, the algebraical property feature represents the basic features of a gesture, including stroke
time, movement speed and size ratio. The geometric shape feature consists of the local shape feature
and the global shape geometry feature. It focuses on what a gesture looks like.
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Table 3. 2 Feature categories.

We also conducted a pilot study to find differences between finger gestures and pen gestures by
means of a set of commonly used gestures.
We chose seven gestures from Graffiti, which is a single-stroke shorthand handwriting set
widely employed in PDAs. The seven gestures denote the character “a”, “b”, “c”, “e”, “d”, “j” and
“%” respectively. In addition, we selected a square gesture and a five-pointed star gesture.
Six participants took part in the pilot study. The experiment procedure was similar to that
introduced in the section “Task and Procedure”.
The experimental data were assessed in terms of the 63 features for single stroke gestures used
in [8]. We found that the features with differences between finger and pen gestures mainly referred
to movement speed, size and curvature, which had already been included in Table 3. 2. Hence, it can
be regarded that this feature set shown in Table 3. 2 can demonstrate the main differences between
finger gestures and pen gestures.

3.6 Results and Analysis
In this section, we discuss the experimental results in terms of the gesture features listed in
Table 3. 2. Recall that each participant performed four blocks of trials in the experiment, we first
checked the learning effect on stroke articulation time over the four blocks of trials to see if the data
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we collected had reached a level of stability. As to results, the participants' performance began to
stabilize in the second block of trials for finger strokes and in the third block of trials for pen strokes.
Therefore, data in the third and fourth blocks were applied to the rest of our analysis for pen strokes,
and data in the second, third and fourth blocks were applied to the rest of our analysis for finger
strokes.

3.6.1 Basic Measures
Time Performance

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. 2 Stroke articulation time for each implement in different (a) complexities and
(b) target gesture sizes. Error bars represent 0.95 confidence interval.

Stroke articulation time was defined as the duration from the moment the pen or finger touched
the screen to the moment the pen or the finger was lifted from the screen. This is a basic measure of
stroke performance. Conceivably, there could be a difference in this measure between the pen and
the finger as the drawing implement due to either friction or dexterity differences. However, repeated
measures ANOVA showed that the drawing implement (pen vs. finger) had no significant main effect
on stroke articulation time. The mean stroke articulation time was 2408 ms in the pen condition and
2414 ms in the finger condition.
Other independent variables influenced stroke articulation time. As expected, the level of gesture
complexity had a significant main effect on mean stroke articulation time (F2, 28 = 127.88, p < 0.001).
The target gesture size also had a significant main effect on mean stroke articulation time (F2, 28 =
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67.14, p < 0.001). There was a strong interaction between implement and complexity (F2, 28 = 8.44, p
< 0.01). As shown in Figure 3. 2a, the mean stroke articulation time of the pen was longer than that
of the finger in drawing simple gestures (1468 ms vs. 1370 ms), slightly longer in drawing gestures
of medium level complexity (2306 ms vs. 2284 ms), but shorter in drawing complex gestures (3451
ms vs. 3587 ms). Also, there was a significant interaction between implement and target gesture size
(F2, 28 = 12.08, p < 0.001). Figure 3. 2b illustrates that for small target size, the mean stroke
articulation time achieved with pen input (2092 ms) was shorter than that for finger input (2170 ms).
However, for medium and large target sizes, pen input led to longer stroke articulation time than
finger input (2435 ms vs. 2420 ms for medium size, and 2698 ms vs. 2650 ms for large size). The
pen tended to be slightly slower in drawing simple gestures and large size gestures.

Average Speed

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. 3 Average speed for each implement in different (a) complexities and (b) target
gesture sizes

The average speed, calculated by the ratio of the gesture length and the stroke articulation time,
was another basic measure of stroke gestures we used in this study.
Implement had a significant main effect on average speed (F1, 14 = 5.85, p < 0.05). The mean
speed was 6.04 cm/s for pen gestures, 6.43 cm/s for finger gestures. Complexity and target gesture
size had a significant main effect on average speed (F2, 28 = 59.72, p < 0.001 for complexity; F2, 28 =
144.78, p < 0.001 for size).
Implement significantly interacted with complexity (F2, 28 = 32.15, p < 0.001). As shown in
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Figure 3. 3a, the average speed of pen drawn gestures (6.60 cm/s) was lower than the average speed
of finger drawn gestures (7.46 cm/s) in simple gestures. In addition, in medium gestures, the average
speed of the pen (5.84 cm/s) was lower than the average speed of the finger (6.08 cm/s), and the
average speed of the pen (5.69 cm/s) was lower than the average speed of the finger (5.76 cm/s) in
complex gestures. The results indicated that the pen performed slower than the finger in the simple,
medium and complex gestures, but the difference decreased from simple to complex gestures.
There was a significant interaction effect between implement and target gesture size (F2, 28 =
24.85, p < 0.001) (see Figure 3. 3b). The average speed of the pen was 4.37 cm/s, 6.20 cm/s, 7.56
cm/s for small, medium, and large target size gestures respectively while the average speed of the
finger was 4.43 cm/s, 6.71 cm/s and 8.16 cm/s respectively. The finger performed faster than the pen
in all three sizes, and the difference increased from small to large size.

Size Ratio

(b)

(a)

Figure 3. 4 Size ratio for each implement in different (a) complexities and (b) target gesture sizes.

The participants may or may not draw the gesture exactly the same size as the target gesture
displayed. There is a possibility that they would tend to draw the gesture in a larger size than the
target gesture size, particularly when using the finger. The size ratio between the response gesture
and the target gesture can therefore be an informative measure of the user's ability to gesture at a
specified scale.
The target size (TS) of a prototype gesture has been defined in the section “Target Gesture Size,”
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and the response size (RS) of a drawn gesture is defined as the area in cm2 of the drawn gesture's
bounding box. The response to target size ratio (SR) was measured by the ratio of the two (SR = RS /
TS).
Implement was a significant main effect on size ratio (F1, 14 = 45.26, p < 0.001). On average
both pen and finger drawn gestures tended to be larger, resulting in 1.15 and 1.36 size ratio values in
pen and finger conditions respectively.
The complexity had a significant effect on size ratio (F2, 28 = 47.88, p < 0.001). Also, there was
a significant interaction effect on size ratio for gesture complexity (F2, 28 = 38.64, p < 0.001). As
shown in Figure 3. 4a, when gesture complexity was simple, the size of drawn gestures was almost
the same as the size of target gestures (mean size ratio was 0.95 for the pen, and 1.08 for the finger).
Corresponding to the medium complex gestures, the mean size ratio increased to 1.16 (pen) and 1.32
(finger) respectively. For the most complex gesture, the mean size ratio increased to 1.32 (pen) and
1.66 (finger) respectively. Results showed that pen gesture led to smaller RS than finger gesture. In
both pen and finger gestures, the size ratio increased as the gesture complexity increased.
The size ratio value strongly depended on the target gesture size (F2, 28 = 71.30, p < 0.001). Also,
there was a significant interaction effect on size ratio for target size (F2, 28 = 11.67, p < 0.001). As
illustrated in Figure 3. 4b, when the target size was small, the response size of the drawn gestures
was larger, resulting in mean size ratio values of 1.57 (pen) and 1.88 (finger) respectively.
Corresponding to the medium size target, the mean response size of the drawn gestures was
only slightly larger, resulting in mean size ratio values of 1.04 (pen) and 1.23 (finger) respectively.
Corresponding to the large size target, the mean response size of the drawn gestures was in fact
smaller than the size of the target, resulting in mean size ratio values of 0.84 (pen) and 0.96 (finger)
respectively.
Overall, the results here show that it is difficult to draw small and complex gestures with either
implement. The drawn gestures tended to be larger in these cases. These effects were slightly more
pronounced with the finger than with the pen.
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3.6.2 Local Shape Measures
Aperture between the Start Point and the End Point of Closed Gestures

To reflect the ability to draw a closed gesture, we measured the distance (aperture) between the
start point and the end point. Conceivably the finger is at a greater disadvantage than the pen since
the finger may more severely obscure the start point when getting close to it.
For drawn gestures corresponding to the prototype gestures G1, G3, G5, G7, G9 and G11 which
start and end in the same position (see Table 3. 1), we calculated the aperture between the start point
and the end point.
As we expected, there was a significant main effect for implement on the aperture of closed
gestures (F1, 14 = 5.48, p < 0.05). The mean aperture was 0.20 cm with the pen and 0.24 cm with the
finger respectively. Although no significant main effect was found on aperture for gesture
complexity, target gesture size had a significant main effect on aperture (F2, 28 = 7.86, p < 0.01). The
mean aperture was 0.18 cm for small size targets, 0.22 cm for medium size targets, and 0.26 cm for
large size targets.

Indicative Angle Difference between Drawn Gesture and Target Gesture

The indicative angle was defined as the angle rotated from the horizontal vector whose starting
point is the centroid of the gesture, to the vector formed by the centroid of the gesture and the
gesture's first point. We calculated the indicative angle difference between the drawn gesture and the
corresponding target gesture. It was found that no significant main effect for implement on indicative
angle difference. The mean indicative angle difference was 0.32 degrees for the pen, and -0.13
degrees for the finger.
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Corner Shape Distance (CSD)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. 5 (a)Vertexes in a drawn gesture. The red dots denote the vertexes. (b) The point
set for each vertex. The green dots denote the point sets detected by our algorithm.

The prototype gestures G1, G2, G5, G6, G9 and G10 (see Table 3. 1) have sharp corners. How
these corners change their shapes in the drawn gesture is yet another way to investigate local shape
difference. We defined “Corner Shape Distance” (CSD) as mean distance between the corresponding
corners in the drawn gesture and the target gesture.
To calculate CSD, as a first step we need to detect the vertex for each corner. We detected the
vertexes of corners in the drawn gesture U based on the two-thirds power law in human motor
control [52], which was also used for similar purposes in [4] to segment drawn gestures. We first
calculated the speed for each point in drawn gesture U. Secondly, the points in U were sorted
according to speed, and M (depending on the size and complexity of the corresponding target gesture)
points with low speed were chosen. Third, K-means clustering was applied to partition the M points
into K clusters (K+1 was the number of corners in U. We did not consider the corner whose vertex is
the start point, because in drawn gestures, the start point and the end point may not necessarily
coincide to form a vertex.). Fourth, the point with the lowest speed in each cluster was chosen as the
vertex of the corner as VCi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K (see Figure 3. 5a).
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Figure 3. 6 Corner shape distance for each implement in different target sizes.

For each corner, after detecting the vertex, we need to choose a set of points in two arms to
represent the corner shape. The second step is to calculate a point set for each vertex (VCi). For each
corner in the drawn gesture U, we calculated the distance between the vertex VCi and the points in its
two arms, and chose the points whose distance was less than 0.8 cm. Then each vertex (VCi) had a
point set PUi, (1 ≤ i ≤ K). The points in PUi were re-sampled into N (N = 40) points, which
constituted a new point set PUi,j, (1 ≤ i ≤ K, 1≤ j ≤ N) (see Figure 3. 5b). We also calculated the point
set for each vertex in the target gesture V, as PVi, (1 ≤ i ≤ K), and the points in each PVi, were also
resampled into N (N = 40) points, which also constituted a new point set PTi,j, (1 ≤ i ≤ K, 1≤ j ≤ N)
The third step was to calculate CSDi (1 ≤ i ≤ K). CSDi was measured by calculating the distance
between the point in PDi and the corresponding point in PTi, (1 ≤ i ≤ K) 1. To calculate the CSDi, we
translated PDi so its centroid coincided with the centroid of the corresponding point set PTi. The
CSD was calculated by the sum of all CSDi (1 ≤ i ≤ K).
K

K

N

i =1

i =1 j =1

CSD = ∑ CSDi = ∑∑ d ( PDi , j , PTi , j )

(3.1)

A significant main effect for implement was found on CSD (F1, 14 = 6.57, p < 0.05). The mean
CSD of the pen was 13.38 cm, and the mean CSD of the finger was 14.73 cm. There is also a
significant main effect on CSD for target gesture size (F2, 28 = 109.08, p < 0.01). Implement had a
significant interaction effect with target gesture size (F2, 28 = 7.19, p < 0.01) (see Figure 3. 6). For
small target size, the mean CSD of the pen was 14.67 cm whereas the mean CSD of the finger was
16.95 cm. For medium target size, the mean CSD of the pen was 13.07 cm whereas the mean CSD of
1

In the following sections, d(p, q) was used to denote the Euclidean distance between point p and point q.
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the finger was 14.25 cm. For large target size, the mean CSD of the pen was 12.39 cm whereas the
mean CSD of the finger was 12.98 cm. The results showed that the pen performed better than the
finger in all three target sizes.

3.6.3 Global Shape Measures
To investigate purely global shape aspects of a drawn gesture, we disregarded the drawn gesture
size by normalizing (scaling) the drawn gesture's size to the largest target gesture size (4.5 × 4.5 cm),
and also by scaling the corresponding target gesture's size to 4.5 × 4.5 cm. In other words, if the
drawn gesture maintains the exact relative dimensions as the target gesture except that it is drawn in
larger or smaller scale, the normalized shape measures would still give perfect scores (zero distance).
We therefore report the three shape geometry measures with scaling (i.e. normalization). To calculate
each measure, the drawn gesture was translated so its centroid coincides with the centroid of the
target gesture (translation).

Axial Symmetry (AS)

Figure
3. 7 Thegestures
illustration
axial
drawn
gesture
corresponding
to axial
G4. symmetry.
The
prototype
G1,ofG3,
G4,symmetry
G5, G7, in
G9a and
G11
(see Table
3. 1) have

For simplicity, we explained the algorithm of AS calculation by taking G4 as an example. In
order to measure the drawn gesture's axial symmetry, we firstly scaled the drawn gesture to 4.5 × 4.5
cm size and then re-sampled it to N (N = 500) equidistant points. X=Xa is the axis which crosses the
centroid of the drawn gesture and is perpendicular to the X axis (see Figure 3. 7). For straight lines
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Y=Yi (Ymin ≤ Yi ≤ Ymax, Ymin and Ymax are the minimum y value and the maximum y value of the
drawn gesture respectively, Yi increases 1 pixel each time), there are two intersecting points between
the drawn gesture and Y= Yi: (Xa - XL, Yi) in the left of X= Xa and (Xa + XR, Yi) in the right of X = Xa,
in which XL is the distance between X = Xa and (Xa - XL, Yi), XR is the distance between X = Xa and
(Xa + XR, Yi). The mean distance difference can be calculated as

1
AS =
Ymax − Ymin

Ymax

∑ DA

i =Ymin

(3.2)

i

Where DAi is the absolute value of (XR - XL). The greater the AS is, the less symmetrical the
drawn gesture is. For G5, G7, G9 and G11, the algorithm gets more complex, but the basic idea is
the same.
No significant main effect was found for implement on AS. The mean AS was 0.44 cm for the
pen, and 0.43 cm for the finger. In other words, the finger gestures and the pen gestures did not
significantly differ in symmetry. However, a significant main effect was found on AS for gesture
complexity (F2, 28 = 202.87, p < 0.001) and target gesture size (F2, 28 = 252.89, p < 0.001). In addition,
there was a significant interaction effect on AS for gesture complexity (F2, 28 = 8.26, p < 0.01). The
mean AS of pen drawn gestures (0.27 cm) was larger than that of finger drawn gestures (0.21 cm) for
simple gestures, and for medium gestures, the mean AS of the pen (0.42 cm) was larger than that of
the finger (0.39 cm), but the mean AS of the pen (0.62 cm) was smaller than that of the finger (0.68
cm) in complex gestures. Results showed that the finger resulted in smaller AS than the pen for
simple and medium gestures, indicating that the finger performed better than the pen for these
gestures.

Proportional Shape Distance (PSD)

As reviewed earlier, the PSD measure has gained popularity in recent years in both research and
practice. Whether finger drawn and pen drawn gestures make a difference to this measure is
therefore very important. After scaling and translation, the drawn gesture U and the target gesture V
were re-sampled into N (N = 100) evenly spaced points. We denote these transformed points by U(i)
and V(i) (1 ≤ i ≤ N) for U and V respectively.
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The proportional shape distance (PSD) is defined as

PSD =

1
N

N

∑ d (U (i),V (i))

(3.3)

i =1

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. 8 Proportional shape distance in normalized scale for each implement in different (a)
complexities and (b) target gesture sizes.

Interestingly, there was no significant main effect for implement on PSD. The mean PSD was
0.50 cm for the pen, and 0.51 cm for the finger. The PSD measure was sensitive to both gesture
complexity (F2, 28 = 128.72, p < 0.001) and target gesture size (F2, 28 = 150.79, p < 0.001). As one
would expect, the PSD measure increased with gesture complexity (see Figure 3. 8a) since the
accuracy to replicate more complex gestures should decrease. Furthermore, PSD decreased as target
gesture size increased (see Figure 3. 8b). Although target gesture size had no significant interaction
with implement, there was a significant interaction effect on PSD for gesture complexity (F2, 28 =
7.91, p < 0.01). For simple gestures, the mean PSD produced by the pen (0.39 cm) was larger than
that for the finger (0.35 cm). Nevertheless, for more complex gestures, the mean PSD achieved with
the pen was smaller (0.46 cm and 0.64 cm for medium and complex gestures respectively) than that
for the finger (0.47 cm and 0.72 cm for medium and complex gestures respectively). The results
showed that the pen resulted in more accurate performance than the finger for complex gestures, but
the finger achieved more accurate performance than the pen for simple gestures.
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Intersecting Points Deviation (IPD)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. 9 (a) Detecting intersecting points in the target gesture G4. LSi and LSj are two line
segments. (b) The intersecting points in G4 (CVi) and in the drawn gesture corresponding to G4
(CUi).

Gestures G2, G4, G6, G8, G10 and G12 (see Table 3. 1) had one or more self crossing
intersecting points. How much these intersecting points change in the drawn gesture from the
corresponding intersecting points in the target gesture is another indication of the shape difference
between the two. We define the “Intersecting Points Deviation” (IPD) as the mean distance between
the intersecting points in the drawn gesture U and the target gesture V (see Figure Figure 3. 9b).
In order to detect the intersecting points in the drawn gesture, the first step for U was scaling
and translation, which was introduced at the start of this subsection. U was divided into N-1 (N = 40)
line segments (LSi, 1≤ i≤N-1) by re-sampling into N equidistant points (see Figure 3. 9a). Then, the
LSi (1≤ i ≤N-1) was compared with other line segments LSj (1≤ i ≤N-1, j ≠ i) to check whether or not
there were any intersecting points. If an intersecting point was detected, it would be recorded in a
point set CU. We can also detect the intersecting points in the corresponding target gesture V as a
point set CV.
If the count of intersecting points in CU (NCU) was equal to the count in CV (NCV), the IPD
between U and V was calculated as

IPD =

1
NCU

NCU

∑ d (CU (i), CV (i))

(3.4)

i =1
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Else, IPD was calculated as 0 (Intersection Miss).
Intersection Miss rate, defined as the ratio of Intersection Miss count and total trial count for
IPD analysis, was firstly calculated. We found that the Intersection Miss rate for pen input and finger
input was low (3.15% and 2.09% respectively), so we continued the analysis of IPD using repeated
measures ANOVA.

Figure 3. 10 Intersecting points deviation in normalized scale for each implement in different target
gesture sizes.

A significant main effect was found for implement on IPD (F1, 14 = 11.74, p < 0.01). Pen input
resulted in IPD with 0.40 cm and finger input produced IPD with 0.44 cm. Target gesture size had
significant main effects on IPD (F2, 28 = 20.86, p < 0.001). There was a significant interaction
between implement and target gesture size (F2, 28 = 11.34, p < 0.01). As illustrated in Figure 3. 10, the
mean IPD was 0.42 cm for the pen and 0.50 cm for the finger in small target size. The mean IPD
was 0.40 cm for the pen and 0.42 cm for the finger in medium target size, and the mean IPD was
0.38 cm for the pen and 0.39 cm for the finger in large target size. Therefore, the pen performed
better than the finger in all three target sizes.

3.6.4 Subjective Evaluation
A significant main effect was found on speed (F1, 14 = 7.15, p < 0.05). The mean preferences of
the pen and the finger were 5.53 and 4.13 respectively. A significant main effect was also found for
accuracy (F1, 14 = 5.59, p < 0.05). The mean preferences for the pen and the finger were 5.27 and
3.87 respectively. However, there was no significant main effect on hand fatigue, suggesting that pen
gestures and finger gestures are similar in difficulty for users. Overall, users generally felt that the
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pen can achieve greater accuracy and faster speed than the finger for gesture input.

3.7 Discussion
3.7.1 Implications for Finger Gesture Design
Past stroke gesture research has been primarily based on the digital pen as a drawing implement.
However, recent commercial product design has tended toward finger input and tends to avoid the
use of the pen. Such shifts raise the question of how quantitatively different or similar finger stroke
gestures are from pen stroke gestures. Therefore, we conducted a first study to quantify the
differences and similarities between finger and pen gestures. Our work has provided a methodology
to investigate and quantify the performance of finger and pen gestures, in which finger and pen
gestures were analyzed according to multiple features that characterize stroke gestures. Some
features revealed similarities between finger and pen drawn gestures, but some features were less
accurate with the finger. Based on the evaluation in terms of these features, the implications for
finger gesture design were presented as follows.
First, four of the nine features studied revealed similarities between finger and pen drawn
gestures, including stroke articulation time (F1), indicative angle difference (F5), axial symmetry
(AS) (F7) and proportional shape distance (PSD) (F8). This means that if the gesture recognition
algorithm relies on features based on these measures, we should not expect finger gestures to be less
effective than pen gestures. Given that proportional shape distance (PSD) based recognition is
already used in both research and practical large-scale gesture systems (specifically the ShapeWriter
gesture keyboard, although in more complex ways than in this study), it is reasonable to expect that
“finger friendly” recognition algorithm can be designed within the feature space outlined by findings
reported above.
Second, five of the nine features studied revealed significant differences between finger and pen
drawn gestures, including the average speed (F2), size ratio (F3), aperture between start point and
end point (F4), corner shape distance (CSD) (F6) and intersecting points deviation (IPD) (F9).
Finger drawn gestures tended to be larger than pen drawn gestures, indicating a somewhat obvious
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drawback of finger operation - which requires a larger touch screen surface than pen operation.
Average speed analysis revealed that the finger performed faster than the pen for gesture input,
particularly for simple gestures. While the overall proportional shape distance (PSD) of finger
gestures is no worse than pen gestures, some aspects of shape, such as intersecting points deviation
(IPD) and corner shape distance (CSD) tend to be larger in finger gestures than in pen gestures.
These features tend to be less accurate with the finger and thus should be avoided in “finger friendly”
recognition algorithm design.
Finally, there were also a few interaction effects that may have design implications. According
to time performance (F1) analysis, pen gestures led to shorter time in drawing more complex
gestures. This was also reflected in movement speed (F2). The finger tended to be much faster than
the pen in drawing simple gestures, but achieved similar speed in drawing complex gestures. For
shape features, pen input led to more accurate axial symmetry (AS) (F7) than finger input for
complex gestures. Furthermore, pen input is more exact than finger input for drawing complex
gestures according to proportional shape distance (PSD) (F8), but for simple gestures, finger
gestures are more accurate than pen gestures. Overall these interaction effects suggest that finger
friendly gesture set design should not contain gestures which are overly complex.
All of the foregoing analysis could also be interpreted as in favor of the pen since at least in
some measures it is more accurate than the finger. From daily experience in, for example hand
writing and signing signatures, we can all appreciate that the dexterity of the pen is unmatchable by
the finger. Note that these examples differ from the gestures tested in this experiment in at least two
aspects: they tend to be more complex and they are well-learned and memorized patterns. In light of
the centralist vs. peripheralist views discussed earlier in this study, one could argue that these well
learned gesture patterns may include pen operation as part of one's “motor programs”.
Some interesting results were found in the subjective evaluation. In respect to speed evaluation,
over half of the participants felt that pen input was faster than finger input. They stated: “The pen tip
is smoother than the finger pad”. However, from average speed analysis, the finger led to higher
speed than the pen for drawing gestures. Some participants reported that the finger was easier to
control than the pen when drawing gestures, so they thought the finger produced higher speed than
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the pen. From this, we suspect that the greater degrees of freedom afforded by pen input may lead to
lower drawing speed. With regard to accuracy evaluation, participants believed pen gesture input
was more accurate than finger gesture input. This is consistent with the results in the analysis of
corner shape distance (CSD) and intersecting points deviation (IPD), but contrary to proportional
shape distance (PSD) analysis. Some participants reported: “It is difficult to draw intersections or
sharp corners with the finger”. When drawing gestures, participants may have felt more control of
some features such as corner shape distance (CSD) although no difference was made to other
features such as proportional shape distance (PSD).

3.7.2 Prototype Gestures and Feature Selection
Admittedly gesture selection is a tricky balance of many considerations. We needed to cover
common gestures in current usage, but we also needed to see how different types of gestures interact
with various levels of complexity (simple, medium and complex) so the choices were not so many in
each combination. Thus, we conducted the pilot study with a set of commonly used gestures (Graffiti
gestures). Results showed pen and finger gestures differed in some features, which helped us to
select features for the formal experiment. However, we did not use these Graffiti gestures in the
formal experiment for two reasons. First, it is difficult to classify these gestures into simple, medium
and complex levels because they are overall quite simple, i.e., these gestures can not meet the
requirement of our study. Second, some features in which pen and finger gestures may differ, such as
the aperture, can not be tested using these gestures because they are not closed gestures. Instead, we
selected and designed twelve gestures which are suited to the purpose of this study.
Results showed that these gestures in each of simple, medium and complex gestures levels
differed in terms of time performance, average speed and proportional shape distance (PSD),
suggesting these gestures were selected properly. Furthermore, the gestures chosen for this study
proved effective for our examination of the differences between finger and pen input gestures; they
enabled us to reveal many plausible findings. This means that these prototype gestures may be useful
also for future research when designing pen and finger gestures.
Regarding the selection of features for gesture performance measurement, although a large
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number of features have been proposed and used in previous studies [4], [8], [60], [80], study on all
stroke gesture features is beyond the scope of our study. We only focused on some features which
may reveal differences between pen and finger stroke gestures with reference to the structures and
characteristics of strokes as well as the gesture input performance due to the different characteristics
of pen and finger input. By means of the nine features selected or designed by us, a number of
differences and similarities were found between finger and pen gestures, for example speed, size and
accuracy. Furthermore, using the methodology of our study, other features can be examined for
gesture design.

3.7.3 Sensing Mechanisms of the Experimental Device
The study presented here revealed that pen gesture and finger gesture differ in several features.
Though we believe that the differences are caused by the intrinsic properties of the pen and the
finger respectively, one may well ask whether or not the sensing qualities of different sensing
mechanisms used in this study had an effect on the experimental results.
The experimental device, HP Touchsmart tx2, has two different touch sensing mechanisms, i.e.,
capacitive for finger input and inductive for pen input. The position accuracy and sampling rate may
differ between the two sensors [22]. Regarding position accuracy, the pen tip is sharper than the
finger tip, which is an inherent difference between the pen and the finger. The sampling rates in these
sensors may vary depending on the number of fingers used [22]. We therefore conducted a test to
measure the sampling rates of these sensors in a condition similar to our experiments. We asked all
the participants to draw freely on the screen with the finger or pen. The program recorded the
number of sampling points within one second. The sampling rates were 141 Hz (SD = 1.89) for pen
input and 107 Hz (SD = 0.65) for finger input; both are sufficiently high for our purpose and should
not affect the gesture quality measures used.

3.8 Conclusion
The rapid ongoing development of touch screen devices requires the HCI field to understand
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the impact of finger vs. pen as gesture implements on these devices. We conducted a first study of
the differences and similarities between finger drawn and pen drawn gestures. We selected a set of
gestures of varied complexity and characteristics and presented in three target sizes to a group of
participants who reproduced them with both the finger and the pen. The drawn gestures were then
analyzed with a broad set of measures, five selected from the literature and another four designed
specifically for this study.
Our findings have demonstrated the importance of our study: when applying principles,
methods and findings from pen-based gesture systems to finger-based gesture design, it is vital to
consider the differences and similarities. As finger gesture interaction is gaining popularity in
application design, it is important to design stroke gestures that avoid features in which the finger
does not perform as well as the pen, as shown in our study. Our work is one step in this exploration.
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Chapter 4 User-defined Gestures
4.1 Introduction
Information technology is increasingly being promoted as a means of support older adults to
live a better life. In both personal and workplace contexts such as online banking, shopping,
healthcare management, and pursuing leisure activities, older adults are a fast growing computer and
Internet user group. However, perceptual, cognitive and motor deficits result in many older adults
experiencing greater difficulties performing computer-related tasks than younger adults.
In order to better support older adults to interact with computers, much research has studied the
changes experienced by older adults and their implications for computer use in many interactive
tasks, involving three fundamental tasks in Human-computer interaction field: pointing, steering and
gesturing. For a common type of motor actions in modern human computer interfaces: pointing task,
a number of studies have examined the effects of aging on performance of pointing task and
proposed several novel techniques to help older people perform the task [32], [34], [63]. With
respect to steering task, Zhou et al. [118] and Hourcade, J.P. [31] investigated the age related effects
on the performance of this kind of task.
Here, this study highlights a noteworthy interaction style: gesturing. Gesture-based interaction
offers a natural and intuitive interaction style with the computer. The advantages of gesture-based
interaction are two folds: (1) the user can quickly articulate the gesture for a command or a word by
recalling from memory, rather than by selecting an icon with looking much at the icon; the latter is
always a time-consuming process; (2) compared to tapping on the icon, gesture input is a form of
more fluid movement closer to drawing, hence introducing a natural input style for the user. These
two advantages make the use of gestures being gaining popularity in touch-based devices such as
smart phones and Tablet PCs. Especially, due to the distinct properties of gestures, the use of
gestures can help older users better interact with computers and contribute to the growth in
popularity of information technology for older people. However, because younger adults are the
main consumer groups of interactive devices, current gesture design aims to meet their needs, while
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ignores the needs of older people. Most gesture-based interfaces provided few or no accessibility
features for older people, leaving the interfaces largely unusable for that age group. Although this
is a serious problem, there has been very little work on the investigation of gesture performance
involving the consideration of age related factors.
It is more important to design appropriate gestures for older adults than for younger adults in
two reasons. First, due to the perceptual, cognitive and motor deficits of older adults, it would take
longer time for them to learn how to use gestures. Hence, appropriate gestures can allow older
people easy to learn and use. Second, compared to younger adults, older adults is likely to feel
deeper frustration when meeting the failure to perform gestures, which hinders older adults from
continuing use gestures. To better understand how older people might prefer to use gestures, we
conducted a user-defined study approach that compared how older people and younger people use
finger and pen gestures to perform common computing tasks on a tablet PC, so as to better design
gesture-based interactions for older people.

4.2 Related Work
4.2.1 Gesture Design Based on Guessability Methodology
There are a number of gesture design studies based on guessability methodology. Earlier work
by Wobbrock et al. [105] is a noteworthy analytical study in which the effects of gestures were first
presented to participants and they were asked to perform actions to produce the corresponding effect.
Inspired by Wobbrock’s study, several works are presented. To better support the interaction between
two devices including phone-to-phone, phone-to-tabletop, and phone to public display, Kray et al.
[43] conducted a study in which participants were asked to spontaneously produce gestures with the
mobile phone to perform a set of different activities. The study in [81] elicited motion gestures
defined by participants to invoke commands on a smartphone device, hence expediting motion
gesture design for the mobile computing paradigm. The study by Lee et al. [55] focused on
understanding deformation-based user gestures to help in the design and implementation of
deformation-based interface. Lahey et al. [53] conducted a study to understand the user of bend
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gestures in mobile devices with flexible electronic paper displays. Inspired by the above studies, we
used a user-defined approach to examine the differences and similarities of gestures preferred by
older people and younger people.

4.2.2 Pen Gesture and Finger Gesture
Pen gesture and finger gesture have been widely employed in a variety of interaction activities.
We highlight some related work to show how to use pen and finger gestures in real practice.
Pen gesture have attracted a wide research interest in HCI field. For the aim of designing
gesture sets that are easier to learn and more memorable, Long et al. [60] analyzed the visual
similarity of pen gestures and derived a model for predicting perceived gesture similarity, based on
which a gesture design tool was developed to improve the gesture design. Zhai and Kristensson [115]
proposed a speed writing method, SHARK, which improved the stylus input performance with
shorthand gesturing. A user study demonstrated the feasibility of the SHARK. Hinckley et al. [28]
designed a ”scrapbook” application for the Microsoft Surface, in which pen and finger gesture were
used to perform a number of operation, such as creating a copy of a photo by holding it and dragging
off with the pen. Liao et al. [58] designed a gesture-based command system which allowed users to
manipulate digital documents with paper printouts as proxies. The common operations in the daily
use of computer, such as tag a paragraph, copy selections and freeform annotation can be replaced
by using gestures. Appert and Zhai [5] experimentally investigated the performance and ease of
learning between pen stroke shortcuts and keyboard shortcuts. They found that after adequate
practice, stroke shortcuts had substantial cognitive advantages in learning and recall. Then, four
guidelines about how to make stroke shortcuts easy to implement were proposed and a software
prototype based on these guidelines was designed.
On the other hand, regarding to finger gestures, Wu and Balakrishnan [112] proposed a variety
of multi-finger and whole hand gestural interaction techniques for multi-touch interfaces, according
to which a prototype room furniture layout application, called RoomPlanner was designed. Wu et al.
[113] developed and articulated a set of design principles for constructing multi-finger gestures,
including gesture registration, gesture relaxation and gesture and tool reuse. Besides, a set of
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bimanual continuous gestures that embody these principles are developed. Morris et al. [64]
described the significance of cooperative gesturing in a multi-point direct-touch surface and
proposed a set of design principles with a system for collaborative art and photo manipulation,
CollabDraw.
The review shows that little study paid attention to how to design gestures for older users. This
study aims at shedding some light in this research field.

4.3 Experiment
Based on the methods introduced by Wobbrock et al. [105], we conducted a gesture elicitation
experiment in this study. However, the study conducted by Wobbrock et al. [105] focused on touch
screen interactions for younger users, the current study examines gesture preferences among both
older and younger participants by means of pen input and finger input respectively.

4.3.1 Referents and Signs
A set of commands, which are application-agnostic and obtained from previous works, were
used in this study. These commands are classified into two categories: (1) analogue commands; (2)
abstract commands. The analogue gesture based commands can represent physical effect of real
world, including move, select single, rotate, shrink, enlarge, pan, zoom in, zoom out, select group,
previous, next, insert, maximize, and minimize. The abstract gesture based commands can not
represent physical effect of real world, including delete, close single, duplicate, paste, undo, delete
group, duplicate group, cut, menu access, and open.

4.3.2 Participants
Twenty younger participants, fifteen males and five female, aged from twenty to thirty, took
part in the experiment. Ten of them were asked to design corresponding gestures with the pen
according to the commands; six of the ten participants had prior experience operating digital screens
with digital styli. The others were instructed to perform the same task with the finger. Nine of them
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had prior experience with bare finger operation on touch screen devices such as iPhone.
Twenty older participants, from sixty-five to seventy-seven of age, also took part in the
experiment. None of them had the experience using the pen or the bare finger to operation on touch
screen devices. Ten of them were instructed to perform the same tasks as the younger participants
with the pen, while the other ten used the finger.

4.3.3 Apparatus
The study was conducted on a HP touchsmart tx2 tablet computer. The screen size of computer
is 12.1 inch and its resolution was 1280 × 800 pixels. A video camera was used to record the whole
experimental procedure. The experimental program was designed in the C# environment.

4.3.4 Procedure
The experimental task was similar to [105], which employed a guessability study methodology.
24 referents were randomly displayed in the screen and participants were asked to perform a gesture
by means of pen input or finger input. After performing each gesture, participants were instructed to
rate it on Likert Scales in terms of good match and ease to perform (7 for highest preference, and 1
for lowest preference). “Good match” refers that the gesture the participant can serve its purpose,
and “ease to perform” refers that the participant can use the gesture easily.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 User-defined Pen Gesture
In this section, we analyzed pen gestures defined by older people and younger people.
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Agreement Score

Figure 4. 1 The agreement score for all commands with pen input.

We adopted Wobbrock’s method [105] to investigate the extent of agreement for each command.
As an example, for the agreement of the command “Select Single”, the corresponding gestures
defined by 10 participants were considered. These gestures were divided into 2 groups of identical
gestures. The size of each group is 5 and 5. Therefore, the agreement score for Select Single is 0.5
for younger people (Equation 1). Figure 4. 1 shows the agreement score for all commands with pen
input. The overall agreement for younger people and older people was 0.39 and 0.45.
2

5  5
A=   +  
 10   10 

2

(4.1)

As illustrated in Figure 1, some commands resulted in similar high agreement for younger
people and older people, for items including move, next, pan, previous, rotate, select group, insert
and minimize. For five commands: select single, open, paste, enlarge and maximize, younger people
and older people had different agreement scores.

Good Match and Easy to Perform

For all commands which had similar user-defined gestures with pen input and finger input, T
statistic showed no significant difference on good match and on easy to perform between younger
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people and older people (p > 0.05). While for some commands which led to different user-defined
gestures: open and paste, a significant different was found on good match and on easy to perform
between younger people and older people (p < 0.05); younger people rated higher than older people.
For other commands: select single, enlarge and maximize, no significant different was found on good
match and on easy to perform between older people and younger people regarding pen input and
finger input (p > 0.05). Overall, older and younger people rated “analogue gesture based command”
higher than “abstract gesture based command”, indicating that analogue gestures were easier than
abstract gestures for users to remember and perform.

4.4.2 User-defined Finger Gesture
In this section, we analyzed pen gestures defined by older people and younger people.

Agreement Score

Figure 4. 2 The agreement score for all commands with finger input.

How to calculate agreement score is described in previous section. Figure 4. 2 shows the
agreement score for all commands with finger input. The overall agreement for younger people and
older people was 0.46 and 0.43. Move, next, pan, previous, rotate, insert and minimize produced
similar high agreement score, while enlarge, zoom in, zoom out, select single, select group, and
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maximize led to different agreement score.

Good Match and Easy to Perform

For all commands which had similar user-defined gestures with pen input and finger input, T
statistic showed no significant difference on good match and on ease to perform between younger
people and older people (p > 0.05). While for some commands which led to different user-defined
gestures: enlarge, zoom in, zoom out and maximize, a significant difference was found on good
match and on ease to perform between younger people and older people (p < 0.05); younger people
rated higher than older people. For other gestures: select single and select group, no significant
different was found on good match and on easy to perform between younger people and older people
(p > 0.05). Overall, users rated “analogue gesture based command” higher than “abstract gesture
based command”, indicating that analogue gestures were easier than abstract gestures for users to
remember and perform.

Preference for Number of Hands

In the experiment, the participants were allowed to perform gestures with multi-fingers.
However, when performing gestures to invoke commands, younger people preferred 1-hand gestures
for 25 of 27 referents, while older people commonly used only one finger. This may be due to the
fact that younger people were familiar with multi-touch input but older people were not. Using one
finger is a preferred approach to perform gestures for older people.

4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Analogue and Abstract commands
According to the result analysis, for both pen input and finger input, younger people and older
people all preferred analogue gestures. This may be due to the fact that analogue gesture can
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represent physical effect of real world. Hence, we suggest that when designing gestures for older
people, analogue gestures should be deeply explored and widely used.

4.5.2 Desktop Paradigm for Gesture Design
Although we took care not to show elements from Windows or the Macintosh, younger
participants still often thought of the desktop paradigm. For example, they used two kinds of gesture
to select single target: tap on an object or draw a circle around an object. However, because older
participants seldom used computers, they are not familiar with the desktop paradigm. Therefore, they
commonly drew a circle around the target to perform selection. The results indicated that gesture
design for younger and older people should consider the effect of the desktop paradigm.

4.5.3 Multi-touch Gesture for Older People
Because older people seldom use multi-touch devices, they did not know how to leverage
gesture input with multi-touch property. In addition, due to the motor deficit, the older people may
feel difficult to perform multi-touch gesture. This indicates that in order to employ multi-touch
gesture for older people, it is important to educate the older people how to use multi-touch input.

4.5.4 Finger Gesture and Pen Gesture
For younger people and older people, finger gesture and pen gesture differ in some commands
which need high DOF to perform: shrink, enlarge, zoom in, and zoom out. Pen gesture design should
avoid using high DOF degree gestures for older and younger users.

4.6 Conclusion
We examined and compared user-defined gestures between younger people and older people.
To design better gesture for older people, it was found that 1) gesture design should avoid using
gestures with high Degree of Freedom; 2) desktop paradigm has less effect on gesture performance
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for old people than for younger people; 3) analogue gestures should be deeply explored and widely
used for older people. The results can be beneficial to gesture interface design for elder people and
for younger people.
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5.1 Introduction
Touch-based mobile phones have received much attention in recent years, for they allow users
to directly manipulate digital information using fingers instead of a pen or keyboard. For mobile
phones such as iPhone, which does not have a physical keyboard, one of the commonly used
character entry styles is handwritten character entry. This entry style is important in script languages
such as Chinese, Japanese and other non-alphabetic languages [83]. However, the small screen area
of mobile phones restricts the handwriting entry area size. In order to design a rational screen layout
which can display more information and also allow users to write with ease and high efficiency, it is
important to determine the optimal entry area for the handwriting of characters. For example, when a
user edits a text file in a mobile phone, it is desirable that the screen display as many characters as
possible and that the probability of the user having to drag the scrollbar to view text information be
as low as possible. Although some devices provide unframed handwriting interfaces, the optimal
entry area parameter is still important for determining the display area of the possible recognized
characters corresponding to an inputted character; a larger area can support the designer to design a
more suitable display style for the recognized characters [78] and can allow the user to select a
recognized character more easily with a finger [72].
The optimal size of handwriting character input boxes for a stylus on PDAs has already been
investigated by [79]. The optimal entry size in that study was defined as the smallest input area in
which the user can input characters with short writing time, small number of error corrections, small
number of stroke protrusions outside the area and high subjective assessment (for example, ease of
writing and degree of fatigue). Ren and Zhou [79] considered entry boxes for different kinds of
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characters, different box sizes and shapes, different user postures and different user age groups. Four
dependent variables, including number of protruding strokes, number of error corrections, writing
time and subjective preference of participants, were used to assess handwriting performance for each
entry box size. The optimal size of an entry box for the input of alphanumeric characters was found
to be 1.2 × 1.4 cm (rectangular), whereas for kanji (Chinese characters) mixed with kana characters
and for hiragana and katakana characters, the optimal size of an entry box was found to be 1.4 × 1.4
cm (square). However, finger input is less precise than stylus input, and writing characters using a
pen is more familiar for users than writing with a finger. Therefore, the conclusions drawn by Ren
and Zhou may not apply to touch-based mobile phones. There remains a need for investigation of
optimal finger-based character entry size in touch-based mobile phones.
In this study, we define the optimal entry size for character handwriting as the smallest input
area in which the user can input characters with high entry area utilization rate, great writing speed,
high character recognition rates, small number and short length of stroke protrusions outside the area
and high subjective assessment (for example, ease of writing and degree of fatigue). For touch-based
mobile phones, two commonly used handwriting styles with fingers are 1) two-handed entry with the
non-dominant hand holding the device and the index finger of the dominant hand entering characters,
usually with the user sitting; 2) one-handed entry with the dominant hand holding the device and the
thumb of the dominant hand entering characters, usually with the user walking. This study focuses
on determining the optimal entry size of handwritten characters through two experiments; one to
investigate the optimal entry size for two-handed entry, and the other to examine the optimal entry
size for one-handed entry. To determine the optimal entry box size, we defined a set of dependent
variables for handwriting performance measures and proposed a variation of an existing
experimental paradigm.
In the following sections, related work on handwriting input is firstly described. This is
followed by a description of experiment design, including the selection of entry box sizes,
determination of entry box position, definition of dependent variables for performance measures and
a report on experimental devices. Two experiments are then reported, and after each experiment,
experimental results are discussed. Then we present a general discussion of the results and discuss
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future work, after which a conclusion is finally drawn.

5.2 Related Work
This work builds upon three distinct areas of previous research. The first refers to the design of
handwriting entry boxes. The second is a body of work on the improvement of handwriting
performance. The last is two-handed and one-handed use of touch-based mobile phones. We review
each in turn.

5.2.1 Handwriting Entry Box Design
This section reviews handwriting entry box design from aspects of fundamental research and
commercial product design. In a noteworthy fundamental study, Ren and Zhou [79] compared
different entry box sizes and shapes for pen-based handwriting on PDAs and found that the optimal
size for an entry box for the input of alphanumeric characters is 1.2 × 1.4 cm (rectangular), whereas
for kanji (Chinese characters) mixed with kana characters and for hiragana & katakana characters the
optimal size is 1.4 × 1.4 cm (square). On the basis of that work, we conducted a series of
experiments to determine the optimal handwriting entry box size in touch-based mobile phones. On
the other hand, for the common mobile operating systems (OS) used by modern touch-based mobile
phones, such as Microsoft's Windows Mobile and Windows Phone (Microsoft Corp.), Apple's iOS
(Apple Inc.) and Google's Android (Google Inc.), the position and size of the handwriting entry box
may differ according to software applications supported by these OSs. Taking Apple iPhone 4
(Apple Inc.) as an example, the handwriting entry box is set at the bottom of the screen with a size of
3.3cm × 4cm. However, it remains unclear whether this entry area can support fast, accurate and
ease of handwriting with high utilization rate of entry area.

5.2.2 Improvement of Handwriting Performance
The aim of this study is to determine the optimal entry box area within which users can
handwrite characters quickly and accurately. We review some studies that have paid attention to the
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analysis of handwriting speed and accuracy, and also to the improvement of handwriting speed and
the reduction of handwriting errors.
In a noteworthy analytical study, MacKenzie et al. [62] experimentally analyzed three character
entry methods for pen-based computers, with evaluation in terms of entry speed and accuracy, for
aspects including handwriting input, tapping on a soft keyboard with a QWERTY layout and tapping
on a soft keyboard with an ABC layout. Handwriting produced a writing speed of 16 wpm, slower
than the writing speed for tapping on a QWERTY soft keyboard but quicker than the writing speed
produced by tapping on the ABC soft keyboard; handwriting led to 8.1% entry errors, which is
greater than the error rate of the other two techniques. Commarford [20] compared the usability of
Graffiti and a virtual keyboard on a PDA running Microsoft Windows CE and found that participants
performed better with the virtual keyboard but showed no preference for the program. On the other
hand, to investigate unconstrained handwriting performance, Kristensson and Denby [44] conducted
an experimental study based on unconstrained handwriting recognition. In the recognition method,
the recognizer simultaneously accepted hand-printed characters and cursive script. The mean
difference in entry rate and error rate between software keyboard and unconstrained handwriting
recognition was not significant, which indicates that performance in the two entry techniques is
similar.
There have also been some studies of speed enhancement and error reduction. Wobbrock et al.
[106] proposed a word-level stroking system, which aims to improve the speed of character-level
unistrokes. Kurihara et al. [48] proposed a multimodal input system that can provide multiple
prediction characters, enabling greater handwriting speed and fewer handwriting errors. That system
provides multiple predictions based on speech recognition and handwriting recognition, and the user
selects one item and pastes it in the edit board avoiding tedious manual writing. For correcting
handwriting errors, Shilman et al. [92] proposed a mixed-initiative approach, which can continually
evolve the recognizer’s results using the additional information from user corrections. A user study
demonstrated the effectiveness of this error correction approach. Various handwriting methods have
also been proposed for computer-based speed writing. As a well known single stroke shorthand
handwriting recognition, Graffiti (Palm Computing, Inc) has been widely used in PDAs based on the
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Palm OS. Unistrokes alphabet is a gesture alphabet for stylus-based text entry [25], in which every
letter is written with a single stroke but the more frequent ones are assigned to simpler strokes.
Shapewriter [115], a novel form of writing that uses pen strokes on graphical keyboards to write text,
can enable users to enter text efficiently at a faster rate than previously possible on mobile phones,
handheld computers and other mobile devices. Wobbrock et al. [107] proposed EdgeWrite, a new
unistroke text entry method for handheld devices designed to provide high accuracy and stability of
motion for people with motor impairments.

5.2.3 Two-handed and One-handed Use of Touch-based Mobile Phones
Two-handed and one-handed use of touch-based mobile phones has generated considerable
recent research interest. We focused on the studies which investigated appropriate target size for
two-handed and one-handed use, because these studies inspired our approach of examining optimal
entry box size.
For a data entry task on a PDA with a stylus, Sears and Zha [89] investigated the effect of soft
keyboard size (small, medium and large) for two kinds of soft keyboard. According to the analysis
on three measures, data entry rate, uncorrected error rates and subject preferences, they drew the
conclusion that keyboard size does not affect data entry rates, error rates and preference ratings.
However, for text entry on a desktop-sized touch screen with a finger, Sears et al. [88] found larger
key size text resulted in higher entry rates for both novice and experienced users, and that novices
committed significantly fewer errors on the largest keyboard than on the smallest one.
Regarding one-handed use, Karlson et al. [38] conducted a systematical study to understand
single-handed mobile device interaction. The study revealed that users can tap faster in the center
area of mobile phone screen than other screen regions for small candy bar phones, flip phones, large
candy bar phones and PDAs. According to this finding, we set the entry box position in the center
area of the mobile phone screen in our experiment. Parhi, et al. [72] investigated target size for
one-handed thumb use on small touch screen devices. With analysis in terms of task time, error rate,
hit distribution, and user preference, they found that a target size of 9.2 mm for single-target pointing
and a target size of 9.6 mm for a sequence of taps should be sufficiently large without degrading
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performance and preference. They also found that users can tap faster in the center area of mobile
phone screen than in other screen regions, which is consistent with Karlson et al.’s finding.
Our review indicates that little study has been undertaken to determine optimal handwriting
entry box size for two-handed use as well as one-handed use for touch-based mobile phones.
Therefore, we set out to perform a systematic investigation of optimal finger-based handwriting
entry box size, so as to provide guidelines on user interface design of handwriting.

5.3 Experiment Design
In our experiment, an entry box was shown in the screen of the experimental mobile phone, and
experimental participants were asked to write the corresponding character within the entry box
according to a prototype character which was displayed in the mobile phone. Selection of entry box
size, determination of entry box position and shape, and selection of prototype characters will be
described in the following three subsections, after which a set of dependent variables for
performance measures and configurations of experimental devices are detailed.

5.3.1 Entry Box Size (EBS)
Five levels of entry box sizes, 1.5cm×1.5cm, 2.0cm×2.0cm, 2.5cm×2.5cm, 3.0cm×3.0cm and
3.5cm×3.5cm were used in our experiment. The setting of the minimum entry box size at
1.5cm×1.5cm is based on the results obtained in [79] which suggested that the optimal size of a
pen-input box for a stylus-based PDA was 1.09cm×1.66cm- 1.44cm×1.44cm for alphanumeric
characters and 1.44cm×1.44cm for kanji and kana. We suspected that 1.5cm×1.5cm size would be
more challenging for finger input than for stylus input. In the following sections, EBS (1.5 × 1.5),
EBS (2.0 × 2.0), EBS (2.5 × 2.5), EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5) are used to denote the entry
box size with 1.5cm×1.5cm, 2.0cm×2.0cm, 2.5cm×2.5cm, 3.0cm×3.0cm and 3.5cm×3.5cm
respectively.
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5.3.2 Entry Box Position and Shape
Because our study focuses on determining the optimal entry box size for handwriting input, the
entry box should be set in a position in which users can perform handwriting input quickly and easily.
Although entry box position may not influence two-handed entry performance, it does affect
one-handed entry performance. The study conducted by Karlson et al. [38] showed that thumb
interaction performance on the surface of mobile phones is related to the screen region; different
regions result in different tap speeds. For flip phones, the center of the screen was found to be able to
support high tap speed. In our experiment, therefore, the entry box was always shown in the center
of the screen of the experimental device. The entry box shape was set as square due to the fact that
the bounding box of almost all Chinese characters is square.
To examine one-handed handwriting performance in a center entry box with 2.5cm × 2.5cm, we
conducted a preliminary experiment with four people, two males and two females. In the experiment,
the participants were asked to write ten arbitrary Chinese characters within the entry box. All
participants stated that the writing task was easy to perform. Therefore, we believe a square entry
box placed in the center can support fast and easy handwriting input.

5.3.3 Prototype Character Categories

Table 5. 1 The prototype Chinese characters categories.

In order to investigate character entry performance among the five entry box sizes, we selected
27 commonly used Chinese characters (see Table 5. 1), which were divided into three groups (simple,
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medium, complex) according to the number of strokes making up the character. The structures of
these characters were divided into left to right, top to bottom and mixed structure respectively.

5.3.4 Performance Measures

Table 5. 2 The classification of dependent variables.

As mentioned in the section “Introduction”, Ren and Zhou [79] used four dependent variables
to determine the optimal handwriting character input box size for stylus on PDAs. Referring to these
four dependent variables, we defined a set of dependent variables and sorted these variables into five
aspects illustrated in Table 5. 2. The five aspects were handwriting speed, utilization rate of entry
area, accuracy, ease of writing and subjective evaluation.

Writing Time

The writing time is defined as the time duration from the moment the finger touches the screen
to the moment the last stroke is finished. It should be noted that writing time involves the time
interval from the end of a stroke to the start of the subsequent stroke. This performance measure
describes the overall time of the writing procedure.

Stroke Writing Speed

The stroke writing speed is calculated by the ratio of an inputted character's length and the
corresponding stroke writing time which is defined as the length of time (duration) that the finger
touches the screen during handwriting input.
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Size Ratio

The participants may or may not write the character exactly the same size as the entry area.
There is a possibility that they would tend to write the character within an area which is smaller or
larger than the entry area. To examine the utilization rate of entry area, we measured “size ratio”,
defined as the ratio of the size of the bounding box of the written character and the size of entry box.
A higher size ratio indicates that the user utilizes a larger area for an entry box for handwriting input.

Length and Number of Protruding Strokes

If a part of a writing stroke is outside an entry box, a protruding stroke is detected. The number
and length of protruding strokes are recorded respectively to describe the difficulty of inputting
handwriting within the entry box. If the user inputs a character easily within a given area, there
should be only short length and a small number of protruding strokes outside of the defined input
area.

Number of writing attempts

The number of writing attempts is used to describe handwriting accuracy. Microsoft Windows
XP Tablet PC Edition 2005 Recognizer software (Microsoft Corp.) which can recognize Chinese and
Japanese handwriting, was applied to written character recognition. If an inputted character can be
recognized as the corresponding prototype character, the current writing trial will finish and the
subsequent writing trial will start; otherwise, the number of writing attempts increased by one and
participants were asked to input the character again. Our approach for handwritten character
recognition is totally different from Ren and Zhou’s approach (2009) in which the recognition result
relied on participants’ subjective judgment.

Subjective Preference

Writing performance for each entry box was rated by participants according to five dimensions:
writing speed, utilization rate of entry area, ease of writing, writing accuracy and fatigue of the
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finger used for writing. Participants were required to rate these entry boxes on a 5-point scale (1 for
worst, and 5 for best).

5.3.5 Experimental Device
This study was conducted on a HTC Touch HD mini smartphone for handwriting input, and a
1.66 GHz Intel Core2 PC with Windows XP Professional SP2 for handwritten character recognition.
The smart phone has a capacitive touch screen with HVGA resolution; the screen size is 3.2 inch and
its resolution is 320 × 480 pixels. The smartphone platform is Windows Mobile 6.5 Professional
with HTC Sense. The smartphone was connected to the PC via Wi-Fi networks. In both devices,
experimental programs were designed in the C# Environment.

5.4 Experiment One (Two-Handed Entry)
5.4.1 Participants
Nine participants, 2 males and 7 females, from 20 to 32 years of age, participated in this
experiment. Three of them were Japanese and the others were Chinese. All of them were
right-handed and had prior experience with bare finger operation on touch screen devices such as an
iPhone. The physical sizes of each subject’s finger-tips (end joints) were recorded. The average
values of physical width (W) and physical length (L) were listed in Table 5. 3.

Table 5. 3 The average values (millimeter) of physical width (W) and physical length (L) of the thumb
and the index finger.
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5.4.2 Task and Procedure

Figure 5. 2 Experimental interface.

Figure 5. 1 User in the two-handed entry environment.

When performing the experimental task, participants were asked to sit in a chair and hold the
device with the non dominant hand. In each test trial, a prototype character was shown in the top left
corner (see Figure 5. 2), and participants were asked to write a corresponding character using the
index finger of the dominant hand within the red box as quickly and clearly as possible (see Figure 5.
1). After finishing writing the character, participants were instructed to press the send button so that
information about the inputted character could be sent to a PC in which the handwriting recognition
software was running. The character recognition process was detailed in the section “Number of
writing attempts”. Each participant completed 2 blocks of 27 prototype characters in 5 sizes. Within
each block, the order of the 27 characters in 5 different sizes was randomized. In summary,
experiment data collection consisted of:
9 subjects ×
2 blocks of trials ×
27 characters ×
5 target entry sizes
= 2430 drawing trials
At the end of the experiment, a questionnaire was administrated to gather subjective opinions.
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5.4.3 Results and Analysis
Writing Time (WT)

Repeated measures ANOVA showed that EBS had no significant main effect on writing time
(F4,32 = 0.592, p = 0.671). Post-hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni adjustment for multiple
comparisons found no significant difference between all EBSs. For EBS (1.5 × 1.5), EBS (2.0 × 2.0),
EBS (2.5 × 2.5), EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5), the mean WT was 2497ms, 2532ms, 2523ms,
2532ms and 2557ms respectively. There was no interaction effect on WT for character complexity ×
EBS (F8,64 = 0.42, p = 0.908).

Stroke Writing Speed (SWS)

Figure 5. 3 The mean stroke writing speed for each entry box size with two-handed entry. Error bars
represent 0.95 confidence interval.

Repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant main effect on SWS for EBS (F4,32 = 46.284, p
< 0.001) (see Figure 5. 3). Also, there was an interaction effect on SWS for character complexity ×
EBS (F8,64 = 4.432, p < 0.001). Post-hoc comparisons were performed using the Bonferroni
adjustment for multiple comparisons, and it found no significant difference between EBS (2.5 × 2.5)
(Mean = 5.948 cm/s) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5) (p = 0.010) (Mean = 6.873cm/s), EBS (3.0 × 3.0) (Mean =
6.543cm/s) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5) (p = 0.129). Although these three EBSs can be grouped on similar
SWSs, they were significantly faster than EBS (1.5 × 1.5 ) (p < 0.005) (Mean = 4.560cm/s) and EBS
(2.0 × 2.0 ) (p < 0.005) (Mean = 5.327cm/s).
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Size Ratio (SR)

Figure 5. 4 The mean size ratio for each entry box size with two-handed entry.

Repeated measures ANOVA showed that EBS had a significant main effect on SR (F4,32 = 40.912,
p < 0.001). As illustrated in Figure 5. 4, smaller EBS usually led to larger SR. For EBS (1.5 × 1.5),
EBS (2.0 × 2.0), EBS (2.5 × 2.5), EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5), the mean SR was 0.929, 0.723,
0.598, 0.514 and 0.443 respectively. There was also a significant interaction between character
complexity and EBS (F8,64 = 27.703, p < 0.001). Post-hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni
adjustment showed significant difference (p < 0.005) between all EBSs except EBS (1.5 × 1.5) and
EBS (2.0 × 2.0) (p = 0.023). Therefore, these two EBSs can be grouped on their similar SRs.

Length of Protruding Strokes (LPS)

Figure 5. 5 The mean length of protruding strokes for each entry box size with two-handed entry.

An analysis of normality found that data of LPS were skewed, so a square root transformation
was applied to remedy the data. Repeated measures ANOVA showed that EBS had a significant main
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effect on LPS (F4,32 = 48.682, p < 0.001). Figure 5 shows that LPS tended to be reduced when EBS
increased. Also, there was an interaction effect on LPS for character complexity × EBS (F8,64 = 39.982,
p < 0.001). Post-hoc comparisons were performed using the Bonferroni adjustment for multiple
comparisons. The LPS of EBS (3.5 × 3.5) was the smallest with a mean of 0.061cm, which showed no
significant difference (p = 0.123) from EBS (3.0 × 3.0) (Mean = 0.124cm). No significant difference
was found on LPS between EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (2.5 × 2.5) (Mean = 0.273cm). Moreover, the
LPSs produced by these three EBSs are significantly smaller than the LPSs produced by EBS (1.5 ×
1.5) (Mean = 0.714cm) (p < 0.005) and EBS (2.0 × 2.0) (Mean = 0.453cm) (p < 0.005). Therefore,
EBS (2.5 × 2.5), EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5) can be grouped on their similar LPSs.

Number of Protruding Strokes (NPS)

Figure 5. 6 The mean number of protruding strokes for each entry box size with two-handed entry.

Because an analysis of normality found that the data of NPS were skewed, a square root
transformation was used to remedy the data. Repeated measures ANOVA showed that EBS had a
significant main effect on NPS (F4,32 = 146.438, p < 0.001). As illustrated in Figure 5. 6, smaller EBS
led to larger NPS. For EBS (1.5 × 1.5), EBS (2.0 × 2.0), EBS (2.5 × 2.5), EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (3.5
× 3.5), the mean NPS was 1.457, 0.996, 0.608, 0.323 and 0.178 respectively. There was also an
interaction effect on NPS for character complexity × EBS (F8,64 = 29.761, p < 0.001). Post-hoc
comparisons using the Bonferroni adjustment showed a significant difference (p < 0.005) between all
EBSs except EBS (3.0 ×3.0) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5) (p = 0.030). Therefore, EBS (3.0 ×3.0) and EBS (3.5
× 3.5) can be grouped on their similar NPSs.
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Number of Writing Attempt (NWA)

Figure 5. 7 The writing attempt ratio for each entry box size with two-handed entry.

Data of NWA was analyzed by using the chi-square test based on standardized residuals. On the
frequency of NWA, we found that there is a statistically significant relationship between NWA and
EBS ( χ 4 = 11.31, p < 0.05) (see Figure 5. 7). Interestingly, EBS (2.5 × 2.5) seemed to support the
2

most accurate handwriting input, because it resulted in the fewest NWA with a standardized residual at
-4.6. EBS (3.5 × 3.5) and EBS (3.0 × 3.0) produced almost the same NWAs (z = -3.6 and z = -2.6
respectively) as EBS (2.5 × 2.5). The largest NWA was produced by EBS (1.5 × 1.5) (z = 9.4).

Subjective Preference

Table 5. 4 The participants’ preferences for each EBS with two-handed entry.

There was a significant difference found in the effect of the five EBSs on the overall preference
rating (F4,32 = 53.059, p < 0.001) (see Table 5. 4). Post-hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni
adjustment showed that EBS (3.5 × 3.5), EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (2.5 × 2.5) were rated significantly
higher than the other two EBSs (p < 0.005). Moreover, no significant difference was found between
EBS (3.5 × 3.5), EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (2.5 × 2.5). Therefore, these three EBSs can be grouped on
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the similar subjective preference.

Learning Effect

Repeated measures ANOVA showed no obvious learning effect on the WT (F1,8 = 2.028, p =
0.192), SRS (F1,8 = 3.305, p = 0.107), LPS (F1,8 = 0.151, p = 0.707) and NPS (F1,8 = 0.146, p = 0.713)
between the two experimental blocks. As well, no learning effect was found on the frequency of NWA
( χ1 = 0.01, p = 0.948) using a chi-square analysis. An important reason that the participants could
2

keep their handwriting performance stable is that they were familiar with the prototype Chinese
characters.

5.4.4 Discussion
Handwriting Speed

Writing time (WT) and Stroke writing speed (SWS) is used to quantify handwriting speed.
Interestingly, our results show that for the five EBSs, users spent similar writing time on the
handwriting task. However, the analysis on SWS reveals that different EBSs can lead to different
stroke writing speeds. According to the analysis results, EBS (2.5 × 2.5) is regarded as the smallest
EBS in which users can perform handwriting task with high speed.

Utilization Rate of Entry Area

It is evident that users prefer a large entry area for handwriting input. However, a larger entry area
may lead to a lower utilization rate of entry area; a handwriting character may occupy only a small area.
In this study, size ratio (SR) is applied to quantification of entry area utilization rate; larger SR
represent higher utilization rate. Our results indicate that EBS (1.5 × 1.5) and EBS (2.0 × 2.0) resulted
in a similar high utilization rate of entry area. Although the SR produced by EBS (2.5 × 2.5) was
smaller than that produced by EBS (1.5 × 1.5) and EBS (2.0 × 2.0), it was significantly larger than that
produced by EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5), suggesting that EBS (2.5 × 2.5) could also generate
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a high utilization rate of entry area.

Ease of Writing

Length and number of protruding strokes (LPS and NPS) are applied to the description of the
ease of writing; shorter LPS and smaller NPS represent easier handwriting input within a given area.
Although the NPS produced by EBS (2.5 × 2.5) was larger than that produced by EBS (3.0 × 3.0)
and EBS (3.5 × 3.5), these three EBSs resulted in similar LPSs. Therefore, EBS (2.5 × 2.5) can be
considered to be the smallest entry box size in which users can perform a handwriting task easily.

Entry Accuracy

The number of writing attempts (NWA) is used to describe entry accuracy. Although the entry
accuracy mainly depends on the recognition ability of handwriting recognition software, our results
indicate that entry box size had an effect on entry accuracy. For EBS (1.5 × 1.5), the reason why this
size produced the lowest entry accuracy may be that users can not write each stroke clearly within
the small area. EBS (2.5 × 2.5) seems to support the most accurate handwriting input, because it
resulted in the fewest NWA. Moreover, EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5) led to similar entry
accuracy as that produced by EBS (2.5 × 2.5). Therefore, we believe EBS (2.5 × 2.5) is the smallest
entry box size in which users can perform handwriting input with high entry accuracy.

Subjective Preference

According to the preference ratings of these five EBSs, EBS (2.5 × 2.5) had a comparatively
high overall rating. The result is fairly consistent with the analysis of handwriting speed, utilization
rate of entry area, ease of writing and entry accuracy.
In summary, for two-handed handwriting input, the optimal entry box size was found to be
2.5cm × 2.5cm.
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5.5 Experiment Two (One-Handed Entry)
5.5.1 Participants and Equipment
The same nine subjects who participated in the Experiment one took part in Experiment two.
The same equipments were used as in Experiment one.

5.5.2 Task and Procedure

Figure 5. 8 User in the one-handed entry environment.

A similar writing task and procedure used in Experiment one was carried out in this experiment.
The only difference was that in this experiment participants were asked to perform the writing task
with the thumb of their dominant hand while holding the device with the dominant hand (see Figure
5. 8). The mean physical width and mean physical length of the thumb used for writing were listed in
Table 3.

5.5.3 Results and Analysis
Writing Time (WT)

Repeated measures ANOVA showed that EBS had no significant main effect on writing time
(F4,32 = 0.805, p = 0.531). Post-hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni adjustment for multiple
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comparisons revealed no significant difference between all EBSs. For EBS (1.5 × 1.5), EBS (2.0 × 2.0),
EBS (2.5 × 2.5), EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5), the mean WT was 3149ms, 3127ms, 3185ms,
3204ms and 3167ms respectively. There was also no significant interaction between character
complexity and EBS (F8,64 = 0.495, p = 0.855).

Stroke Writing Speed (SWS)

Figure 5. 9 The mean stroke writing speed for each entry box size with one-handed entry.

Repeated measures ANOVA showed that EBS had a significant main effect on SWS (F4,32 =
49.531, p < 0.001) (see Figure 5. 9). However, there was no interaction effect on SWS for character
complexity × EBS (F8,64 = 2.031, p = 0.057). Post-hoc comparisons were performed using the
Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons, and it found no significant difference between EBS
(2.5 × 2.5) (Mean = 4.997cm/s) and EBS (3.0 × 3.0) (p = 0.046) (Mean = 5.291cm/s). Moreover, these
two EBSs were significantly faster (p < 0.005) than EBS (1.5 × 1.5) (Mean = 3.930cm/s) and EBS (2.0
× 2.0) (Mean = 4.530cm/s) but significantly slower than EBS (3.5× 3.5) (Mean = 5.632cm/s).
Therefore, EBS (2.5 × 2.5) and EBS (3.0 × 3.0) can be grouped on the similar SWSs.
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Size Ratio (SR)

Figure 5. 10 The mean size ratio for each entry box size with one-handed entry.

Repeated measures ANOVA showed that EBS had a significant main effect on SR (F4,32 = 41.358,
p < 0.001). As illustrated in Figure 5. 10, smaller EBS normally led to larger SR. For EBS (1.5 × 1.5),
EBS (2.0 × 2.0), EBS (2.5 × 2.5), EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5), the mean SR was 0.964, 0.764,
0.590, 0.485 and 0.403 respectively. There was also an interaction effect on SR for character
complexity × EBS (F8,64 = 7.399, p < 0.001). Post-hoc comparisons were performed using the
Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons, and it found significant difference (p < 0.005)
between all EBSs except EBS (1.5 × 1.5) and EBS (2.0 × 2.0) (p = 0.127). Therefore, EBS (1.5 × 1.5)
and EBS (2.0 × 2.0) can be grouped on their similar SRs.

Length of Protruding Strokes (LPS)

Figure 5. 11 The mean length of protruding strokes for each entry box size with one-handed entry.
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An analysis of normality found that the data for LPS were skewed, so a square root
transformation was used to remedy the data. Repeated measures ANOVA showed that EBS had a
significant main effect on LPS (F4,32 = 39.111, p < 0.001). Figure 5. 11 shows that LPS tended to be
reduced when EBS increased. Also, there was an interaction effect on LPS for character complexity ×
EBS (F8,64 = 16.982, p < 0.001). Post-hoc comparisons were performed using the Bonferroni
adjustment for multiple comparisons. The LPS of EBS (3.5 × 3.5) was the smallest with a mean of
0.062cm, which was found to have no significant difference (p = 0.035) from EBS (3.0 × 3.0) (Mean
= 0.197cm). There was no significant difference on LPS between EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (2.5 × 2.5)
(Mean = 0.369cm) (p = 0.010), and also between EBS (2.5 × 2.5) and EBS (2.0 × 2.0) (Mean =
0.586cm) (p = 0.037). Moreover, the LPSs produced by these four EBSs are significantly smaller than
the LPS produced by EBS (1.5 × 1.5) (Mean = 0.843cm), so these four EBSs can be grouped on their
similar LPSs.

Number of Protruding Strokes (NPS)

Figure 5. 12 The mean number of protruding strokes for each entry box size with one-handed entry.

Because an analysis of normality found that data of NPS were skewed, a square root
transformation was applied to remedy the data. Repeated measures ANOVA showed that EBS had a
significant main effect on NPS (F4,32 = 110.422, p < 0.001). As illustrated in Figure 5. 12, smaller EBS
generally led to larger NPS. For EBS (1.5 × 1.5), EBS (2.0 × 2.0), EBS (2.5 × 2.5), EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and
EBS (3.5 × 3.5), the mean NPS was 1.610, 1.169, 0.782, 0.446 and 0.172 respectively. There was also
an interaction effect on NPS for character complexity × EBS (F8,64 = 14.815, p < 0.001). Post-hoc
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comparisons were performed using the Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons, and it found
significant difference (p < 0.005) between all EBSs except EBS (3.0 ×3.0) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5) (p =
0.011). Therefore, these two EBSs can be grouped with their similar NPSs.

Number of Writing Attempt (NWA)

Figure 5. 13 The writing attempt rate for each entry box size with on-handed entry.

The chi-square test based on standardized residuals was applied to NWA analysis. On the
frequency of NWA, no statistically significant relationship was found between NWA and EBS ( χ 4 =
2

5.938, p = 0.204) (see Figure 5. 13). EBS (3.5 × 3.5) resulted in the fewest NWA with a standardized
residual at -5.4. EBS (2.5 × 2.5) produced almost the same NWAs (z = -3.4) as EBS (3.5 × 3.5). EBS
(2.0 × 2.0) and EBS (3.0 × 3.0) resulted in almost the same NWAs (z = 0.6 and z = -0.4 respectively).
The largest NWA was produced by EBS (1.5 × 1.5) (z = 8.6).

Subjective Preferences

Table 5. 5 The participants’ preferences for each EBS with one-handed entry.

There was a significant difference found in the effect of five EBS on the overall preference rating
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(F4,32 = 47.963, p < 0.001) (see Table 5). Post-hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni adjustment
showed that EBS (3.5 × 3.5), EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (2.5 × 2.5) were rated significantly higher than
the other two EBSs (p < 0.005). Moreover, no significant difference was found between EBS (3.5 ×
3.5) and EBS (3.0 × 3.0) (p = 1.000), EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (2.5 × 2.5) (p = 0.516), and also EBS
(3.5 × 3.5) and EBS (2.5 × 2.5) (p = 0.790). Therefore, these three EBSs can be grouped with similar
subjective preferences.

Learning Effect

We collected 2 blocks of data to investigate the learning effect. Repeated measures ANOVA
showed no obvious learning effect on the WT (F1,8 = 4.201, p = 0.075), SRS (F1,8 = 2.074, p = 0.188)
and LPS (F1,8 = 4.459, p = 0.068) between the two experimental blocks. As well, no learning effect
was found on the frequency of NWA ( χ1 = 0.01, p = 0.913) using a chi-square analysis. Although
2

there is a significant main effect for block on NPS (F1,8 = 9.186, p < 0.05), the overall results showed
that the learning effect was minor and participants had already reached a steady performance from
block one.

5.5.4 Discussion
Handwriting Speed

Writing time (WT) and Stroke writing speed (SWS) is used to quantify handwriting speed. The
writing times of all EBSs were similar, but different EBSs resulted in different stroke writing speeds.
Analysis results of WT and SWS suggest EBS (2.5 × 2.5) is the smallest EBS in which users can
perform handwriting tasks with high handwriting speed.

Utilization Rate of Entry Area

Size ratio (SR) is applied to quantification of entry area utilization rate. The results of entry area
utilization rate for one-handed entry are consistent with the results obtained in the experiment with
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two-handed entry; EBS (1.5 × 1.5) and EBS (2.0 × 2.0) resulted in a similar high utilization rate of
the entry area. It should be noted that, the SR produced by EBS (2.5 × 2.5) was smaller than that
produced by EBS (1.5 × 1.5) and EBS (2.0 × 2.0) but significantly larger than that produced by EBS
(3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5). This indicates that EBS (2.5 × 2.5) could also generate a high
utilization rate of entry area.

Ease of Writing

Length and number of protruding strokes (LPS and NPS) are applied to description of ease of
writing. Although the NPS produced by EBS (2.5 × 2.5) was significantly larger than that produced
by EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5), these three EBSs resulted in similar LPSs. The similar LPS
was also obtained in EBS (2.0 × 2.0), but the NPS for EBS (2.0 × 2.0) was significantly larger than
that for EBS (2.5 × 2.5). Therefore, EBS (2.5 × 2.5) can be regarded as the smallest entry box size in
which users can perform handwriting task easily.

Entry Accuracy

The number of writing attempts (NWA) is used to describe entry accuracy. For one-handed
entry, EBS (3.5 × 3.5) produced the fewest NWA. However, it should be noted that EBS (2.5 × 2.5)
and EBS (3.5 × 3.5) resulted in almost the same NWA, suggesting that EBS (2.5 × 2.5) can also
support accurate handwriting input.

Subjective Preferences

According to the preference ratings of these five EBSs, EBS (2.5 × 2.5) had a comparatively
high overall rating. The subjective rating result was in fairly good agreement with the analysis
results of handwriting speed, utilization rate of entry area, entry accuracy and ease of writing.
According to the overall analysis results of handwriting speed, utilization rate of entry area,
entry accuracy, ease of writing and subjective preference, for one-handed handwriting input, the
optimal entry box size was found to be 2.5cm × 2.5cm.
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5.6 General Discussion and Future Work
5.6.1 Handwriting Performance within an Entry Area
Handwriting activity is both cognitive and physical, the coordinated movement of thoughts,
hand and eye [94]. This study deeply explored handwriting performance within an entry area. Before
designing the experiment, we expected that larger entry size would lead to greater writing speed,
higher accuracy, greater ease of writing and higher subjective evaluation, but lower utilization rate of
entry area; and that for smaller entry size, the result would be the opposite for all criterions. We
aimed to find out the optimal entry box size in terms of a tradeoff among the above criterions.
Therefore, we defined the optimal entry size for character handwriting as the smallest input area in
which the user can input characters with high entry area utilization rate, great writing speed, high
character recognition rates, small number and short length of stroke protrusions outside the area and
high subjective assessment (for example, ease of writing and degree of fatigue). According to this
definition, we defined seven dependent variables and sorted them into five measures: handwriting
speed, utilization rate of entry area, accuracy, ease of writing and subjective evaluation. Inspired by
previous studies ([72], [89], [79]), we performed a detailed analysis for each measure to find the
optimal entry box size. For both one-handed entry and two-handed entry, the results show that there
was no significant difference among EBS (2.5 × 2.5), EBS (3.0 × 3.0) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5) in terms
of handwriting speed, ease of writing, entry accuracy and subjective evaluation. In addition,
although utilization rate of entry area produced by EBS (2.5 × 2.5) was smaller than that produced
by EBS (1.5 × 1.5) and EBS (2.0 × 2.0), it was significantly larger than that produced by EBS (3.0 ×
3.0) and EBS (3.5 × 3.5), suggesting that EBS (2.5 × 2.5) could also generate a high utilization rate
of entry area. Therefore, it can be concluded that EBS (2.5 × 2.5) is large enough for fast, accurate
and easy handwriting with a high entry area utilization rate and subjective evaluation. This result
reveals that different entry box sizes can result in different handwriting performance and highlights
the importance of entry box size for handwriting input.
Handwriting speed and handwriting accuracy are two important factors in handwriting
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performance. High handwriting speed usually indicates that the user can write characters easily. Our
results show that the user can achieve a high handwriting speed if the entry area is larger than 2.5cm
× 2.5cm. Although the participants generally reported that larger entry area can lead to greater
writing speed, for entry areas larger than 2.5cm × 2.5cm, there was no significant speed increase
according to the experimental data analysis. Another important point in evaluation of handwriting
performance is handwriting accuracy. Our results indicate that inputted characters can be recognized
well if the entry area size is 2.5cm × 2.5cm or larger. The analysis of handwriting speed and length
and number of protruding strokes shows that the user wrote faster with shorter and fewer protruding
strokes in a large entry area than in a small one. From this, we infer that the user can write characters
more clearly in a larger entry area. Therefore, inputted characters in a large area should be clear
enough for the handwriting recognition software to recognize them correctly. The same can also be
inferred from the subjective reports of the experimental participants; over half of them said: “The
entry box with 1.5cm × 1.5cm is too small to write strokes clearly and comfortably”.

5.6.2 Controlled Factors and Uncontrolled Factors in the Experiment
We carefully designed the experiment and controlled the possible confounding factors for the
purpose of our study. The main controlled factors in the experiment were: 1) entry box position: the
entry box was set in the center of the screen of the experimental device. According to the study
conducted by Karlson et al. [38] this entry area can support fast tapping, hence may also support fast
handwriting; 2) prototype Chinese characters: these characters are commonly used Chinese
characters. The participants may write these characters faster and easier than they can write rarely
used characters; 3) participants: the participants were younger adults and were familiar with the
Chinese characters used in the experiment; these subjects may perform better than children and elder
adults as well as users who are not familiar with these characters; 4) body posture: the participants
were asked to sit in a chair to perform the tasks, which may lead to a better performance than
standing or walking; 5) experimental device: the experiment was conducted on a HTC touch HD
mini smartphone, a popular touch-based mobile phone with a HVGA screen. The conclusion that
2.5cm × 2.5cm is the optimal entry box size was drawn by using the controlled experiment setup
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described above. This entry box size will help the UI designer design a rational screen layout which
can display more information and also allow users to write with ease and high efficiency. If the
screen area is large enough, the designer can enlarge the entry box size accordingly, although this
may not significantly improve the user’s handwriting performance according to the results of this
study. For other scenarios, such as walking, the results of this study provide important guidelines to
help the UI designer set up some handwriting entry box sizes for evaluation. By examining the
handwriting performance within these boxes, the designer can determine the optimal entry box size
according to the methodology proposed in this study. On the other hand, the uncontrolled factors in
the experiment mainly referred to the participants, such as their moods and fatigue level when
performing the experiment.
Because our goal was to determine optimal entry box dimensions by measuring handwriting
performance variables in different EBSs, the experiments were designed and conducted in a lab
setting that allowed us to efficiently collect a large amount of data for quantitative analysis. In our
experiments, the entry box position was set in the center of the screen of the experimental device.
However, in mobile phones such as iPhone 4 (Apple Inc.), the entry box is set at the bottom of the
screen. Nevertheless, using the methodology of our study, optimal entry box size can be determined
for any entry box position. In future work, we will examine optimal entry box size in different
regions of the screen. Also, we will continue to explore the impact of user age (younger or older
subjects) and body posture (sitting, standing and walking) on handwriting input and we will identify
the optimal entry box size for different body postures and different user age groups.

5.7 Conclusion
Two experiments were conducted to investigate the optimal finger-based entry size in
touch-based mobile phones for two commonly used Chinese handwriting input styles: two-handed
entry with the non-dominant hand holding the device and the index finger of the dominant hand
entering characters; and one-handed entry with the dominant hand holding the device and the thumb
of the dominant hand being used for character entry. A set of variables for performance measure
were proposed and a detailed analysis procedure was carried out here, which enabled the
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determination of the optimal entry box size for handwriting input. For both one-handed entry and
two-handed entry, the optimal entry box size was found to be 2.5cm×2.5cm, suggesting that this size
of entry box is large enough for fast and accurate handwriting with high entry area utilization rate
and few, short protruding strokes. We believe the user interface design for handwriting in
touch-based mobile phones can be benefit from the experimental results and the methodology of this
study.
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Document Scrolling in Mobile Environments
6.1 Introduction
Advances in processing speed and memory allow mobile phones to support a number of
applications such as text view and edit. However, the small screen area of mobile phones restricts the
size of displayed text. Therefore, the user has to interact more fluently with the device in order to get
to the desired location in the text. Thus scrolling is important for the support of many document
related tasks in mobile phones.
As two commonly employed techniques for document and list navigation, flick and ring are
present in a wide range of electronic devices including touch-based mobile phones and portable
media players. In flick gesture a finger slides in a line along the screen. As an intuitive and natural
form, flick has been commonly employed in touch-based mobile phones such as the iPhone. On the
other hand, ring is used to effect document scrolling by means of circular strokes. Ring serves as an
efficient scrolling technique in mobile devices such as the Apple iPod.
For efficient interaction with digital devices for scrolling documents, much research in recent
years has focused on the design and analysis of flick and ring techniques [1], [21], [65], [84], [93],
[109]. For example, Aliakseyeu et al. [1] systematically investigated the effectiveness of multi-flick
in pen-based interfaces by designing several flick-based scrolling techniques and comparing their
performance with that of a scrollbar. In the study, multi-flick technique achieved as good a
performance as the scrollbar. Inspired by the hardware scrolling rings like the one in the Apple iPod,
Moscovich and Hughes [65] proposed a technique for scrolling through documents by means of a
virtual scroll ring.
However, to the best of our knowledge, the performances of these two techniques in
touch-based mobile phones have never been directly compared in a formal evaluation. The
widespread use of flick and ring for document scrolling in touch-based mobile devices signified the
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importance of these two scrolling techniques. An open question is which scrolling technique
performs better in the context of document navigation tasks. We would like to explore the design
space of scrolling techniques on mobile devices, and evaluate these designs in two mobile
environments: sitting and walking. Finding the advantages and disadvantages of each scrolling
technique can expedite the design of scrolling techniques and result in significant benefits to users.
This study describes two experiments in which we examined the performance of flick and ring
scrolling for document navigation in touch-based mobile phones using three input methods (index
finger, thumb, and pen), under two mobile environments: sitting and walking respectively. In index
finger input, the non-dominant hand holds the device and the index finger of the dominant hand is
used for gesturing. In thumb input, the dominant hand holds the device and the thumb of the
dominant hand is used for gesturing. Although pen input is not prevalent in touch-based mobile
phones, it can be an alternative to finger input in some cases such as when users operate small
targets in mobile phones [77]. Hence, we also compared the performances of flick and ring with pen
input. A variant of Fitts' reciprocal tapping task, which is similar to that used by Hinckley et al. [27]
was used to thoroughly compare flick scrolling and ring scrolling.
This study begins with a review of related work, covering literature on flick scrolling, ring
scrolling, device-independent scrolling and movement time models for scrolling. This is followed by
a description of the experiment design. Then we present two quantitative experiments. After each
experiment, we discuss the results for that experiment. Finally, we provide several guidelines for the
design of scrolling techniques in mobile phones.

6.2 Related Work
This work builds upon four areas of previous research, most of which focused on pen-based
interaction. The first refers to the flick scrolling technique. The second is a body of work on ring
scrolling technique. The third one is about device-independent scrolling. The last is movement time
models for scrolling. We review each in turn.
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6.2.1 Flick Scrolling Technique
Flick scrolling is an intuitive and natural scrolling method for mobile touch devices such as the
iPhone. Aliakseyeu et al. [1] designed four flick-based scrolling (multi-flick) techniques and
compared them with the traditional scrollbar for navigating lists and documents on different devices
(PDA, tablet PC, large table). In the study, multi-flick technique achieved as good performance as
the scrollbar. Yin and Ren [114] used pen pressure to improve the performance of flick-based and
ring-based scrolling techniques. Experimental results indicated that the techniques with pressure
information performed better than that without pressure information. However, they did not pay
attention to the comparison of flick and ring techniques.

6.2.2 Ring Scrolling Technique
Ring gesture is a circular motion. Rotating scroll wheels is one of the most widely adopted
scrolling techniques in devices such as iPod. Earlier work by Wherry [109] investigated the
performance of a touchpad scroll ring, a mouse scroll wheel and touchpad scroll zone in a variant of
Fitts' tapping task; the scroll ring performed faster with fewer errors. To improve list selection
performance, Diehl et al. [21] designed a novel scroll ring with pressure sensitivity. Results indicated
this scrolling ring could offer a potential interaction advantage.
Inspired by the hardware scrolling ring such as that in the Apple iPod, Moscovich and Hughes
[65] proposed a technique for scrolling through documents by means of a virtual scroll ring. The
technique used the amplitude and frequency of repetitive circular movement, rather than the angle
and radius, to better support ring document scrolling. Results showed that VSR performed at least as
well as a mouse wheel for medium and long distances, and was preferred by users.
In order to better support scrolling on touch displays, Smith and Schraefel [93] designed a
radial scroll widget: the scrolling time for the scroll widget was shorter than that for the traditional
scrollbar for short scrolling distance. However, the scroll widget suffered a drawback that the user
must maintain visual focus on it. Curve dial [84] can support eyes-free parameter entry for document
scrolling, as it tracked the curvature arc rather than the center. Radial scroll tool and curve dial
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selected a minimum of three points to determine the angle of curvature, which inspired the ring
technique design in our study.

6.2.3 Device-independent Scrolling
As an easy to implement technique, the scrollbar has been widely used for navigating
documents in a wide range of electronic devices including computers, graphing calculators, mobile
phones, and portable media players. Igrashi and Hinkley [35] proposed a novel navigation technique
for browsing large documents, speed-dependent automatic zooming (SDAZ), which use scrolling
combined with an automatic zooming mechanism to provide fast visual search. A user study
demonstrated the effectiveness of their technique. Flipper [95] is a variation of SDAZ technique,
which can enable the user to scroll at high rates one page at a time. Cockburn et al. [19] proposed
displacement-dependent automatic zooming (DDAZ), which can be used to navigate documents by
scrolling and zooming in proportion to the amount of cursor displacement. Results showed that
DDAZ was faster for scrolling than SDAZ. From a view of eliminating most scrolling, Cockburn et
al. [18] proposed Space-Filling Thumbnails (SFT), which aims to provide fast document navigation
by using an overview display.

6.2.4 Movement Time Model for Scrolling
A quantitative human performance model would facilitate the design and evaluation of scrolling
techniques by quantitatively predicting their efficiency before running extensive user studies. In a
early study, Zhai et al. [117] investigated the performance of three input methods (mouse with
isometric joystick, mouse with a track wheel, and two handed joystick and mouse) in a task that
involved both scrolling and pointing. The results showed that a mouse with a finger wheel did not
improve user’s performance but the other input methods significantly improved users' performance.
In a noteworthy analytical study, Hinckley et al. [27] have shown that Fitts' law can model certain
scrolling patterns. In the study, participants were asked to perform a variant of Fitts' reciprocal
tapping task by means of a IBM ScrollPoint and a IntelliMouse Wheel. However, the study did not
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examine the applicability of Fitts' law for ring and flick document scrolling in touch-based mobile
phones. Another movement time model for scrolling was proposed by Andersen [2] (Andersen’s
model), taking into account that Fitts' law was developed for "aimed" movement but for scrolling
tasks the target position is usually not known. The study indicated that movement time was linearly
dependent on the target distance. In our study, we further examined the effectiveness of Fitts' Law
and Andersen model for the prediction of movement time with ring and flick document scrolling in
touch-based mobile phones.

6.3 Method
6.3.1 Flick and Ring Techniques

Figure 6. 1 The illustration of (a) flick scrolling and (b) ring scrolling.

The flick technique used here was designed based on the method proposed in [114]. As
illustrated in Figure 6. 1a, p2(x2, y2) and p1(x1, y1) respectively denote the current and previous
points in a gesture trajectory. The document scrolling distance is equal to the absolute value of (y2 y1). The document scrolling direction is determined by the sign of (y2 - y1): if the sign is negative,
the document will scroll forward. Otherwise, the document will scroll backward.
On the other hand, for ring technique, we utilized a method similar to that used in [84], [93],
[114]. As illustrated in Figure 6. 1b, there are a minimum of three points p1, p2 and p3 (p1 is a
previous point of p2, and p2 is a previous point of p3) in a gesture trajectory. θ denotes the angle that
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rotates from the vector (p1, p2) to the vector (p2, p3). The document scrolling distance is equal to θ
× R/2π (R is a constant with a value of 220 pixels). The scrolling direction is determined by the sign
of the dot product of the vector (p1, p2) and the vector (p2, p3): if the sign is positive, the document
would scroll forward. Otherwise, the document will scroll backward. Scrolling by angle indicates
that fast and small circles can cause fast scrolling, while slow and large circles can cause slow
scrolling.

6.3.2 Reciprocal Framing Task for Scrolling

Figure 6. 2 Experimental interface.

The experimental task was similar to [27], which was a variant of Fitts' reciprocal tapping task.
In the experiment, participants were instructed to scroll down and up, moving back and forth
between two target lines in a document using flick or ring technique. As illustrated in Figure 6. 2, a
document consisted of 288 lines with a line height of 21 pixels (0.30 cm) was used. We assigned
every line a unique number, starting at 1 for the first line and incrementing by 1 for each successive
line. We expected that these numbers can help participants to find the target lines easily. The initial
target line appeared with red and the second one was marked by blue. A frame was placed at the left
of the task window and always centered on the screen. Participants were asked to scroll a target line
toward the range of the screen range identified by the frame. Once the target line fully entered the
identified screen range, participants were asked to press the end button in order to complete the
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current scrolling and continue the next scrolling; meanwhile, the target line will disappear. If
participants pressed the end button without the target line fully entering the identified screen range, a
warning beep tone would be present to them, but we asked them to continue to scroll toward the next
target.

6.4 Experiment One: in Sitting Posture
6.4.1 Participants
Ten participants, 9 males and 1 female, from 20 to 27 years of age, took part in this experiment.
All of them were right-handed and had prior experience with bare finger operation on touch screen
devices such as iPhone. Six of them had prior experience operating digital screens with digital styli.

6.4.2 Apparatus
The study was conducted on a HTC Touch HD mini smart phone equipped a capacitive touch
screen with HVGA resolution. The screen size is 3.2 inch and its resolution was 320 × 480 pixels.
The platform is Windows Mobile 6.5 Professional with HTC Sense. The experimental program was
designed in the C# environment.

6.4.3 Task and Procedure

Figure 6. 3 (a) Index finger input. (b) Pen input. (c) Thumb input. (d)Participant in the experimental
environment
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When performing the experimental task, participants were asked to sit in a chair (see Figure 6.
3d). The experiment used a 3 × 2 × 4 × 3 within-factor design with a variety of planned
comparisons. The independent variables were input method (index finger, pen and thumb, see Figure
6. 3a, b, c respectively), scrolling technique (flick and ring), target distance (20, 60, 120 and 200
lines), and frame width (3, 6 and 12 lines). A (partially-balanced) Latin-square was used to
counterbalance the order of the presentation of the input method and scrolling technique. For each
input method and scrolling technique, the order of the 4 target distances for the 3 frame widths was
randomized. For each target distance and frame width, the participants completed 7 individual target
acquisitions (phase). The participants on average took 60 minutes to complete the experiment. In
summary, experiment data collection consisted of:
10 subjects ×
3 input methods ×
2 scrolling techniques ×
4 target distances ×
3 frame widths ×
7 phases
= 5040 scrolling trials
At the end of the experiment, a questionnaire was administrated to gather subjective opinions.
Participants were asked to rate flick and ring for each input method on 7-point Likert Scales
regarding movement speed, easy to position target line and hand fatigue (7 for highest preference,
and 1 for lowest preference).

6.4.4 Results
Learning Effects

Recall that for each target distance and frame width, each participant performed 7 phases. In
order to ensure data stability, we first checked the learning effect on movement time over the 7
phases to see if the data we collected had reached a level of stability. Movement time is defined as
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the duration from the moment the pen or finger touches the screen to the moment the target line last
enter the region specified by the frame before the “end” button is pressed.

Figure 6. 4 Mean movement time for each phase and scrolling technique.

As shown in Figure 6. 4, for flick technique, repeated measures ANOVA showed that phase had
a significant main effect on movement time (F6, 54 = 12.43, p < 0.001). Post-hoc comparisons
revealed that the first phase had a significant longer movement time than the other phases (p < 0.05).
Therefore, we excluded the data the first phase for the rest of our analysis. On the other hand, in
respect to ring technique, although no significant main effect was found on movement time for phase
(F6, 54 = 2.06, p = 0.07), it was found the first phase resulted in a significant longer movement time
than the third, fifth and seventh phase (p < 0.05 for all); in these four phases, the experimental tasks
were the same: moving the red target line into the region specified by the frame. Hence, data
excluded the first phase was applied to the rest of our analysis.

Number of Crossings (NC)

When moving the target line into the screen region specified by the frame, participants
sometimes crossed the frame more than once. Number of crossings is defined as the number of times
the target line enters or leaves the specified frame region for a particular trail with one target distance
and frame width, minus 1.
Regarding index finger input, repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant main effect on
NC for scrolling technique (F1, 9 = 107.37, p < 0.001). The mean NC was 2.14 in the flick condition
and 5.05 in the ring condition for each target distance and frame width. Other independent variables
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influenced NC. A significant main effect was found on NC for target distance (F3, 27 = 7.08, p < 0.01)
and frame width (F2, 18 = 47.49, p < 0.001). Interesting, although there was no significant interaction
effect on NC for frame width, there was an interaction between scrolling technique and target
distance (F3, 27 = 3.76, p < 0.05).
For pen input, there was a significant main effect on NC for scrolling technique (F1, 9 = 41.90, p
< 0.001). The mean NC was 1.83 in the flick condition and 5.04 in the ring condition for each target
distance and frame width. There was a significant main effect on NC for target distance (F3, 27 =
5.88, p < 0.01) and frame width (F2, 18 = 47.49, p < 0.001). Although no significant interaction effect
was found between scrolling technique and target distance, there was a strong interaction between
scrolling technique and frame width (F2, 18 = 4.14, p < 0.05).
With respect to thumb input, a significant main effect was found on NC for scrolling technique
(F1, 9 = 75.21, p < 0.001). The mean NC was 0.73 in the flick condition and 3.08 in the ring condition
for each target distance and frame width. The frame width had a significant main effect on NC (F2, 18
= 35.07, p < 0.001). Although there was no significant interaction between scrolling technique and
target distance, there was a strong interaction between scrolling technique and frame width (F2, 18 =
8.66, p < 0.05).
Overall, for index finger, pen and thumb input, ring technique resulted in more NC than flick
technique, indicating it is difficult for participants to position the target line within the frame using
ring technique. More NC indicated that it would take longer time to position the target line within
the frame, which may yield a false measurement of the movement time of scrolling. Therefore, to
analyze movement time, we excluded the data of the experimental trial in which NC was greater
than 3.

Movement Time (MT)

Movement time, as defined in the section “learning effects”, is another basic measure of the
performance of scrolling technique.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. 5 Regarding index finger input, mean movement time for two scrolling techniques for each
(a) target distance and (b) frame width. Error bars represent 0.95 confidence interval.

For index finger input, repeated measures ANOVA showed that scrolling technique had a
significant main effect on MT (F1, 9 = 51.54, p < 0.001). The mean MT was 2.82s for flick technique
and 3.86s for ring technique. Other independent variables influenced MT. A significant main effect
was found on MT for target distance (F3, 27 = 567.55, p < 0.001) and frame width (F2, 18 = 87.23, p <
0.001). There was an interaction between scrolling technique and target distance (F3, 27 = 6.65, p <
0.01) (see Figure 6. 5a). In addition, there was a significant interaction between scrolling technique
and frame width (F2, 18 = 14.59, p < 0.001) (see Figure 6. 5b). The results indicated that flick
performed faster than ring when users performed scrolling task by means of the index finger.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. 6 Regarding pen input, mean movement time for two scrolling techniques for each (a) target
distance and (b) frame width.

In respect to pen input, there was no significant main effect on MT for scrolling technique (F1, 9
= 2.59, p = 0.14). The mean MT was 3.39s for flick technique and 3.65s for ring technique. There
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was a significant main effect on MT for target distance (F3, 27 = 588.87, p < 0.001) and frame width
(F2, 18 = 98.64, p < 0.001). A significant interaction effect on movement time was found between
scrolling technique and frame width (F2, 18 = 12.12, p < 0.001) (see Figure 6. 6b). Interesting, as
illustrated in Figure 6. 6a, there was also an interaction between scrolling technique and target
distance (F3, 27 = 3.85, p < 0.05). Ring resulted in a longer MT than flick for the target distance with
20, 60, 120 lines, but shorter MT for the target distance with 200 lines.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. 7 Regarding thumb input, mean movement time for two scrolling techniques for each (a) target
distance and (b) frame width.

With regard to thumb input, there was no significant main effect on MT for scrolling technique
(F1, 9 = 0.92, p = 0.36). The mean MT was 4.40s in the flick condition and 4.75s in the ring condition.
Other independent variables influenced MT. It was found that there was a significant main effect on
MT for target distance (F3, 27 = 383.83, p < 0.001) and frame width

(F2, 18 = 71.27, p < 0.001).

There was a significant interaction between scrolling technique and frame width (F2, 18 = 6.69, p <
0.01) (see Figure 6. 7b). Additionally, an interaction effect on movement time was found between
scrolling technique and target distance (F3, 27 = 3.11, p < 0.05) (see Figure 6. 7a). Ring produced a
longer MT than flick for the target distance with 20, 60, 120 lines, but shorter MT for the target
distance with 200 lines.
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The Fit of Fitts' Law and Andersen Model

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. 8 Movement time for each target distance in (a) flick scrolling and (b) ring scrolling.

We examined the relationship between movement time and scrolling task with respect to each
scrolling technique and each input method. It was found that for each scrolling technique and input
method, linear regression of the movement time by ID showed low correlations with Fitts' law (R2 <
0.8). However, as shown in Figure 6. 8, for Andersen model [2], regression of D against movement
time for each scrolling technique and input method yielded a good fit, with regression coefficients of
0.99. The results verified the applicability of Andersen model in flick-based and ring-based scrolling
in touch-based mobile phones.

Error Rates

The error rate was defined as the percentage of target acquisition trials in which the participants
pressed the “end” button but the target line was not in the range specified by the frame. It was found
that for each input method and scrolling technique, the error rate was very low with a value less than
4%.

Subjective Evaluation

Repeated measure ANOVA showed that for index finger input, flick was rated significantly
higher than ring in terms of movement speed, easy to position target line and hand fatigue (p < 0.05
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for all). In respect to pen input and thumb input, although there was no main effect on movement
speed and hand fatigue for scrolling technique, scrolling technique had a significant effect on easy to
position target line (p < 0.05); flick was rated higher than ring. The subjective preference was fairly
consistent with the movement time and number of crossings performance.

6.5 Experiment Two: in Walking Posture
Users sometimes rely on mobile devices to view and edit documents while walking. Hence, it is
important to examine the performance of flick and ring in walking environments as well.

6.5.1 Participants and Apparatus
The same ten subjects who participated in experiment one took part in experiment two. The
same mobile phone was used as in experiment one. We asked the participants to walk on a treadmill
when performing the experiment task.

6.5.2 Task and Procedure
A similar task and procedure used in Experiment one was carried out in this experiment. When
performing the experimental task, participants were asked to walk on the treadmill (walking speed
was set as 0.91 m/s according to [42]). The experiment used a 3 × 2 × 3 × 3 within-factor design
with a variety of planned comparisons. The independent variables were input method (index finger,
pen and thumb), scrolling technique (flick and ring), target distances (20, 60 and 200 lines), and
frame widths (3, 6 and 12 lines). A (partially-balanced) Latin-square was used to counterbalance the
order of the presentation of the input method and scrolling technique. For each input method and
scrolling technique, the order of the 3 target distances for the 3 frame widths was randomized. For
each target distance and frame width, the participants completed 4 individual target acquisitions
(phase). The participants on average took 30 minutes to complete the experiment. In summary,
experiment data collection consisted of:
10 subjects ×
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3 input methods ×
2 scrolling techniques ×
3 target distances ×
3 frame widths ×
4 phases
= 2160 scrolling trials
It should be noted that, in this experiment, in order to avoid user fatigue after a long walk, we
only selected 3 target distances, rather than the 4 used in Experiment one. Also the number of phases
was reduced to 4. At the end of the experiment, a questionnaire was administered to gather
subjective opinions. Participants were asked to rate flick and ring for each input method on 7-point
Likert Scales regarding movement speed, easy to position target line and hand fatigue (7 for highest
preference, and 1 for lowest preference).

6.5.3 Results
Learning Effects

Figure 6. 9 Mean movement time for each phase and scrolling technique.

Subjects performed the same process as in Experiment one and we first examined the learning
effects for further data analysis. Figure 6. 9 illustrates average movement time for each phase
regarding each scrolling technique. For both flick and ring technique, a repeated measures ANOVA
analysis showed that phase had a significant main effect on movement time (p < 0.001). With respect
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to flick, post-hoc comparisons revealed that the first phase had a significantly longer movement time
than the other phases (p < 0.01). Hence the data in the first phase was excluded for the rest of our
analysis. With respect to ring technique, it was found that the first phase resulted in a significantly
longer movement time than the third phase (p < 0.05 for all). Moreover, in the two phases, the
experimental tasks were the same; moving the red target line into the region specified by the frame.
As a result, data excluding the first phase was applied to the rest of our analysis.

Number of Crossings (NC)

Regarding index finger input, a repeated measures ANOVA analysis showed a significant main
effect on NC for scrolling technique (F1, 9 = 32.61, p < 0.001). The mean NC was 2.12 in the flick
condition and 5.23 in the ring condition for each target distance and frame width. Other independent
variables influenced NC. A significant main effect was found on NC for target distance (F2, 18 =
10.91, p < 0.01) and frame width (F2, 18 = = 30.04, p < 0.001).
For pen input, there was a significant main effect on NC for scrolling technique (F1, 9 = 103.12,
p < 0.001). The mean NC was 2.00 in the flick condition and 5.17 in the ring condition for each
target distance and frame width. There was a significant main effect on NC for target distance (F2, 18
= 7.82, p < 0.01) and frame width (F2, 18 = 100.24, p < 0.001).
With respect to thumb input, a significant main effect was found on NC for scrolling technique
(F1, 9 = 16.40, p < 0.01). The mean NC was 0.73 in the flick condition and 3.31 in the ring condition
for each target distance and frame width. The frame width had a significant main effect on NC (F2, 18
= 20.79, p < 0.001).
For all three input methods, no interaction effect was found on MT for target distance or for
frame width.
In summary, ring technique led to more NC than flick technique for index finger, pen and
thumb input. For the analysis of movement time, we excluded the data of the experimental trial in
which NC was greater than 3.
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Movement Time (MT)

For index finger input, repeated measures ANOVA showed that scrolling technique had a
significant main effect on MT (F1, 9 = 7.02, p < 0.05) (see Figure 6. 10). The mean MT was 2.85s for
flick technique and 4.04s for ring technique. Other independent variables influenced MT. A
significant main effect was found on MT for target distance (F2, 18 = 102.22, p < 0.001) and frame
width (F2, 18 = 6.69, p < 0.01). The results indicated that flick performed faster than ring when users
performed scrolling tasks by means of index finger.

Figure 6. 10 Mean movement time for two scrolling techniques (flick and ring) for each input method
(index finger, pen and thumb)

In respect to pen input, there was no significant main effect on MT for scrolling technique (F1, 9
= 3.10, p = 0.11) (see Figure 6. 10). The mean MT was 3.99s for flick technique and 4.29s for ring
technique. There was a significant main effect on MT for target distance (F2, 18 = 352.82, p < 0.001)
and frame width (F2, 18 = 32.08, p < 0.001).
With regard to thumb input, there was a significant main effect on MT for scrolling technique
(F1, 9= 6.55, p < 0.05) (see Figure 6. 10). The mean MT was 4.11s in the flick condition and 4.91s in
the ring condition. Other independent variables influenced MT. It was found that there was a
significant main effect on MT for target distance (F2, 18 = 186.84, p < 0.001) and frame width (F2, 18 =
8.40, p < 0.01).
For index finger, pen and thumb input, there was no interaction effect on MT for target distance
or for frame width.
In summary, flick achieved significantly shorter movement times than ring with index finger
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input and thumb input.

The Fit of Fitts' Law and Andersen Model

In the walking environment, we examined the relationship between movement time and
scrolling task with respect to each scrolling technique and each input method. It was found that for
each scrolling technique and input method, linear regression of the movement time by ID showed
low correlations with Fitts' law (R2 < 0.8). However, for Andersen’s model [2], regression of D
against movement time for each scrolling technique and input method yielded a good fit, with
regression coefficients of 0.99. The results verified the applicability of Andersen model in
flick-based and ring-based scrolling in touch-based mobile phones while walking.

Error Rates

Flick and ring led to a very low error rate in the context of document navigation by means of
pen, index finger and thumb input (less than 4%).

Subjective Evaluation

A repeated measure ANOVA analysis showed that for pen, thumb and index finger input, flick
was rated significantly higher than ring in terms of movement speed, ease of target positioning and
hand fatigue (p < 0.05 for all).

6.6 Discussion
6.6.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Flick and Ring
Flick and ring scrolling techniques were examined in the context of mobile document
navigation tasks in sitting and walking activities respectively.
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Figure 6. 11 A summary of movement time analysis of flick and ring for each input method (pen, index
finger and thumb) and for each posture (sitting and walking). “No” represents that there is no
significant difference between ring and flick regarding movement time, while “Yes” represents that
there is a significant difference.

As illustrated in Figure 6. 11, in sitting environment, for index finger input, flick resulted in
shorter movement time than ring and was preferred by the participants, indicating that flick is a
superior technique for document scrolling. Flick gesture is analogous to a throwing motion in the
real world while ring gesture is a circular motion. Therefore, compared to ring gesture, flick gesture
may be more natural and intuitive for index finger input. Regarding pen and thumb input, no
significant difference was found on movement time for ring and flick techniques. The interaction
effects on movement time for scrolling technique may have design implications. Flick led to shorter
movement time than ring for short scrolling distances (target distance ≤ 120 lines). However, when
scrolling actions were longer than 200 lines, ring tended to be faster than flick. With respect to pen
input, the greater degrees of freedom afforded by pen may allow participants to use ring technique
more comfortably than flick technique. For thumb input, the thumb's movement range on the screen
may have an effect on scrolling performance; it is difficult to move the thumb up and down but easy
to rotate it along a circle [29]. Overall these interaction effects suggest that ring is a promising
scrolling mechanism for pen and thumb input.
In the walking environment, as shown in Figure 6. 11, flick produced significant shorter
movement times than ring with index finger and thumb input. In addition, in the process of the
experiment, 8/10 participants stated that it was more difficult to use ring than to use flick when
walking, because they felt that moving the finger up and down was easier than moving the finger
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around a circle on the screen. The experimental analysis and the subject evaluation indicated that
flick can serve as an effective and a preferred scrolling technique for users when walking.
Overall, the results above reveal that flick differed from ring in the context of document
navigation tasks by means of pen input and finger input. Future scrolling technique design should
exploit the advantages and avoid the disadvantages of ring and flick. Also, our study provides a
methodology to help the designer better examine the performance of scrolling techniques for
scrolling technique design.

6.5.2 Smooth Scrolling for Ring Technique
Smooth scrolling is a feature used to reduce what the user would perceive as “jumps”
(discontinuous movement) of a document. However, in this study, number of crossings (NC) was
larger for ring than for flick technique, indicating that the participants could not perform ring
smoothly. Also, participants reported that it was more difficult with ring than with flick to position
the target line within the region specified by the frame. As expected, larger NC led to longer
movement time. Therefore, for more effective ring scrolling technique design, it is better to increase
the smoothness of response to sample points. It should be noted that for the data analysis of
movement time, the data of the experimental trial in which NC was greater than 3 were excluded.
After doing this, we believe that even after the increase of the smoothness, the experimental results
would not change.
As introduced in the Section 6.3.1, the document scrolling distance was calculated according to
the angle between two vectors indicating current and previous finger or pen positions on the screen.
With respect to the ring scrolling mechanism, sufficiently fine control of ring was difficult and as a
result, participants could not achieve smooth scrolling. Several methods have been proposed to
support smooth scrolling, including linear least-squares fit [65], and increasing the gap between
sampling points selection [84]. These methods will be used in our future examination of the
performance of ring scrolling.
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6.5.3 Mapping Function for Flick and Ring techniques
Aliakseyeu et al. [1] proposed three mapping functions for flick technique and demonstrated
their effectiveness in the context of document and list navigation tasks. However, we did not use
those mapping functions for two reasons. First, we wanted to avoid complicating our results with
different varieties of mapping functions in the preliminary investigation of the performance of flick
and ring, so we designed our scrolling techniques based on a simple mapping function which
performed a linear translation of the displacement of input method to the distance of document
scrolling. Second, the aim of this study was to compare flick and ring scrolling techniques, so it is
essential to use a mapping function which is “fair” for both scrolling techniques. As the mapping
functions in [1] were designed for evaluating flick scrolling only, they may favor flick over ring.
Instead, we used the linear mapping function proposed in [84], [93], [114] to provide a fundamental
mechanism which was fair for both ring and flick. Future work should further explore the
performance of flick and ring document scrolling in context of different mapping functions. As a
fundamental study, our study provides a methodology and some important conclusions which can be
beneficial to the further investigation.
For ring technique, R, a constant coefficient, plays an important role in determining scrolling
speed. Hence, we conducted a pilot study to select a proper R. We designed three ring techniques, in
which R was set as 110, 220 and 330 pixels respectively (R110, R220 and R330 were used to denote
the three ring techniques respectively). Six participants were asked to perform these three ring
techniques. The experiment procedure was similar to that introduced in section “experiment design”.
As a result, R220 resulted in significant shorter movement time than R110 but fewer NC than R330.
In addition, no significant difference was found on movement time between R330 and R220. Hence,
R was set as 220 pixels for our study.

6.7 Conclusion
A controlled experiment was presented here, which empirically evaluated the performance of
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two commonly used scrolling techniques (flick and ring) for document navigation by means of index
finger input, pen input and thumb input in touch-based mobile phones, with regard to users’ sitting
and walking activities respectively. We found that flick performed better than ring for the three input
methods. Also, with regard to pen input and thumb input, ring performed faster than flick for long
target distance, indicating ring has a potential interaction advantage and should be deeply explored
for future scrolling technique design. Additionally, both flick and ring document scrolling in
touch-based mobile phones can be modeled by Anderson model [2] in both sitting and walking
activities. These findings may be useful in improving the performance of flick and ring document
scrolling in touch-based mobile phones.
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Chapter 7 Window Avatar: Leveraging
Interactions on Coordination in Multi-touch
Tabletop Displays
7.1 Introduction
Multi-touch tabletops are becoming more widely used and appealing in recent years. Especially,
large format multi-touch displays are useful for co-located collaborative work in which two or more
users interact simultaneously with a shared display. Hence, they have been widely employed to
support a variety of collaborative activities, such as planning, scheduling, brainstorming, design, and
layout activities.
Unfortunately, current multi-touch tabletops suffer from some drawbacks in interactive
manipulation and collaboration process. First, most tabletops only provide users with a single shared
workspace which can not be divided or reconfigured. Therefore, it is difficult to establish a territory
which can support sharing of documents and collaboration while maintaining user control over
documents and gradations of privacy [87]. Second, users in different sides of a tabletop have
different views of the display, thus can not share the same orientation, making it difficult to
comprehend objects, collaboration and communicate [47]. Third, accessing remote territories that are
out of reach requires that the user has to walk or to use supplemental techniques, which produces a
slow and interrupted workflow [10].
A number of techniques have been proposed to improve the interaction on manipulation and
collaboration with the consideration of the drawbacks above. For example, Scott et al. [86] proposed
Storage Bins for dealing with workspace clutter. Shen et al. [91] proposed rotatable widgets which
support reorientation to different positions. Bragdon et al. [10] employed gesture to help users
acquire remote targets. These techniques have been shown to be effective; however, they each
address only one part of the overall problem faced by users of tabletop systems. In practice, users
may have a high working load of changing different techniques. Furthermore, these techniques were
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mainly proposed to meet the requirements of manipulation and collaboration on pen-based tabletop
displays. For multi-touch tabletop displays, which can support more natural and direct interaction by
allowing fingers from both hands to be used together, these techniques may be not suitable for
manipulative and collaborative interactions. Hence, it is important to design efficient methods which
can better support interactions on multi-touch tabletop displays with the consideration of the use of
natural and direct interaction properties of multi-touch input.
Inspired by the previous studies [7], [74], [86], we proposed a technique, Window Avatar,
which allows the user to create a personal territory to enhance interactions on manipulation and
collaboration in multi-touch tabletops (see Figure 7. 1). Current existing techniques avoid the use of
WIMP paradigm for multi-touch tabletops. However, we explored the utility of window-based
interactions for multi-touch interactions. Based on Window Avatar, we presented a set of interactions
by means of a set of gestures. Users can employ these interactions to augment existing current
collaborative manipulations, thus providing users with reconfigured workspace, easy remote territory
access and gradations of privacy.

7.2 Related Work
This work builds upon two distinct areas of previous research. One refers to shape-based
gestures on touch-based tabletops, the other is a body of work on territoriality in collaborative
tabletops.

7.2.1 Hand Shape Based Gesture
Hand shape based gestures have been widely employed to enhance interactions in multi-touch
tabletops. Previous studies mainly focused on the exploration of the use of hand gesture, and also the
design of help systems for user learning of hand gesture. Regarding the exploration of the use of
hand gesture, Rekimoto [76] described hand-shape based manipulations on the basis of a new sensor
architecture which was also proposed by him for making interactive surfaces. Cao et al. [13]
proposed ShapeTouch, in which they explored the usability of contact shape on interactive surfaces
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for object manipulation. Wu and Balakrishnan [112] proposed a variety of multi-finger and hand
gesture based interaction techniques for multi-touch displays, and demonstrated these techniques
with a prototype room furniture layout application. Based on the detection of three shape-based
gestures, Rock & Rails technique was proposed to augment existing direct touch manipulation. On
the other hand, for the design of help systems for user learning with hand gesture, Freeman [23]
presented ShadowGuides, a system for learning of multi-touch and whole-hand gestures on
multi-touch surfaces. Our study first employed shape-based gesture in combination with
direct-manipulations to help users better perform manipulative and collaborative activities in
multi-touch tabletops.

7.2.2 Territoriality in Collaborative Tabletops
In a noteworthy analytical study, Scott et al. [87] systematically investigated the territoriality in
collaborative tabletop workspaces. They found that collaborators use three types of tabletop
territories to support their interactions: personal, group and storage territories; and partitioning
territory plays an important role in user collaboration. Tse et al. [99] investigated how users employ
spatial separation and partitioning to avoid interference in signal display groupware. Motivated by
the work practice of territoriality, several studies were conducted which aim to improve interactions
on tabletops. For example, Scott et al. [86] proposed Storage Bins, a mobile storage for collaborative
tabletop displays. By means of TableTrays, the user can divide the work area into visually distinct
regions, so as to better manage space, object, and collaboration in tabletops [74]. Klinkhammer et al.
[41] designed a tracking system for tabletops, which can provide data on a user's location and
movement. Based on the system, an adaptive personal territory on the tabletop can be provided to the
user. Tse et al. [99] explored the design space of a split view tabletop for three types of existing
applications: independent applications, shared screen and true groupware. Inspired by the metaphor
of “piles”, Bauer et al. [7] presented a self-adjusting clump and a grid-layout tray for managing
digital photo collections.
Our review showed that no study paid attention to augment collaborative interactions on
multi-touch tabletops involving the consideration of partitioning territory. We proposed a technique
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based on partitioning territory with the use of hand shape gestures.

7.3 Window Avatar Technique
In this section, we described Window Avatar, which allow the user to create a window to
enhance interactions in multi-touch tabletops based on WIMP paradigm. We also proposed a set of
interaction techniques based on Window Avatar, and classified them into two categories:
manipulation of Window Avatar and collaboration through Window Avatar (see Table 7. 1).

Table 7. 1 Techniques of window avatar.

7.3.1 Manipulation of Window Avatar
Creating Window Avatar

The creation of Window Avatar depends on detecting the vocabulary of two hand shapes: Tile
and Curved Rail. Tile is a hand shape that the user makes by placing the palm on the table, with the
thumb spreading apart. Curved Rail is a curved hand pose with a curved angle of around 90 degrees.
In our prototype, these hand shapes were recognized simply by examining the eccentricity and the
size of the ellipse: a rounded shape detected as Tile, and curved thin shape as Rail. While simple, his
eccentricity-based detection works reliably in our prototype; however, more elaborate solutions
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might be necessary if greater robustness is desired.

Figure 7. 1 Window avatar.

If the system detects Tile and Curved Rail, a Window Avatar is created (see Figure 7. 1 Window
avatar.). Window Avatar is a rectangular area which is determined by the contact position of Tile and
Curved Rail; a vertex of the rectangle is the center point within the area of Tile, and the opposite
vertex is the center point within the area of Curved Rail. The user can create more than one Window
Avatar.
The area within the window is a privacy territory. The user can manipulate objects in this area,
while other users can not access objects within this area without permission.

Adding and Removing Objects

The user can employ two ways to remove objects from a window. First, as illustrated in Figure
7. 2a, the user can click on an object with a finger and then drag it out of the window. Second, as
illustrated in Figure 7. 2b, the user can click on an object with a finger and click a position outside
the window with another finger. A new object will appear in the second clicked position, along with
a line linking these two objects, indicating the new object is a copy of the old object. Any
manipulation on the new object will lead to the same manipulation on the old object. The user can
perform a slide gesture on the line to disconnect the two targets. Similarly, the user can add objects
from a window by dragging them into the window or by clicking on an object and then clicking a
position inside the window.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7. 2 Remove objects.

Moving, Rotating and Zooming Window

The user can translate, rotate and zoom a window to adjust its position and orientation. By
placing one or more fingers on the background of the window (i.e. anywhere objects are not located)
and dragging it, the user can move the window (see Figure 7. 3a). The window can be rotated by
placing one finger on the background and rotating another finger around the finger on the screen (see
Figure 7. 3b). Pinching together and spreading apart two fingers are used to zoom out and zoom in
the window respectively (see Figure 7. 3c). In summary, Window Avatar is moveable, scalable and
reoriented, allowing the user to adjust the configurations of the window for better interactions.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. 3 (a) Move, (b) rotate and (c) zoom window.

Multi Layered Windows

Window Avatar can provide various layers to present different groups of information. As shown
in Figure 7. 4, the user can perform flick gesture on the bars at the top and bottom to switch different
layers. Two layers are initiated when the Window Avatar is created; one presents the territory
covered by Window Avatar, the other presents the entire screen area. The user can also add a layer by
performing flick gesture on the bars at the left and right sides.
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Figure 7. 4 Window switch.

Grouping and Storing Objects

Figure 7. 5 Store objects.

In the daily life, people usually use folders to sort documents, so as to better retrieve
information. Users often perform a variety of interactive activities such as object classification in
multi-touch tabletops, hence it is important to design a technique to group and store objects. Our
technique, Window Avatar, can enable the user to create multi windows and sort objects into
different windows. The user can also store a window by moving the window to the bottom of the
surface (see Figure 7. 5). An icon representing the window will be shown at the bottom of the surface.
To view the window in original size, the user needs to place a finger on the icon and move it towards
the center of the screen.

7.3.2 Collaboration through Window Avatar
An important advantage of Window Avatar is that it can support collaborative interactions. In
this section, we will introduce how users collaborate by means of Window avatar.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. 6 (a) Window avatar connection. (b) Object transfer and window sharing. (c) Access remote
territory on the screen.

Window Avatar Connection

A window Avatar can be connected and disconnected to other Window Avatars. As illustrated in
Figure Figure 7. 6a, to connect another Window Avatar, the user should perform a Rail gesture,
which is detected as a thin long shape. Then a line with an arrow will be shown, representing the link
between two windows. The orientation of the hand shape indicates which remote Window Avatar
will be connected to local Window Avatar. This hand gesture is easy for users to remember and use,
because in people's daily life, the use of this hand gesture can help people to determine orientation.
To disconnect another Window Avatar, the user needs to perform a slide gesture on the line.

Object Transfer and Window Sharing

Window Avatar allows the exchange of digital objects among multiple users. After setting up a
connection with a window avatar created by another user, the user can easily send an object by
dragging it into the connection line (see Figure 7. 6b). Then the object will be shown in the target
window. In addition, the user can share the whole window of Window Avatar with other users by
placing one finger in the background of the Window Avatar and dragging it into the connection line.
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Access Remote Territory on the Screen

Window Avatar provides a layer in which the user can view the entire screen. In this layer, the
user can select the interested territory of the screen by drawing a closed curve in the territory
(see Figure 7. 6c), or by double tapping the center area of the territory. Then the territory will be
enlarged and be presented in the area of the Window Avatar. In this way, the user can view the
remote territory and manipulate remote objects in the territory.

7.4 Discussion
By means of Window Avatar, users can perform individual and collaborative activities in
multi-touch tabletop displays. Regarding individual activities, the user can aggregate and manipulate
groups of objects based on Window Avatar. In addition, the user can translate, rotate and scale a
group of digital targets in Window Avatar with a single gesture consisting of simultaneous
movement of two fingers. The ability to store resource items anywhere in the workspace and move
them around can be important for collaborative task and group interactions on a table. Existing
storage techniques, such as Storage Bins [86] and TableTrays [74] were designed for the pen-based
digital workspace, hence may not suit for multi-touch tabletop displays. Window Avatar, which is
designed based on the properties of multi-touch, provides a suitable tool for organizing and sharing
information for multi-touch based interactions.
On the other hand, for user collaborative activities on multi-touch tabletop displays, the large
size and horizontal orientation of the display lead to certain challenges for designing effective
collaborative user interfaces. Window Avatar can support information access and sharing for multi
users on a tabletop workspace, so as to enhance users' sense of teamwork, increase awareness of
important system events, facilitate reachability and access control on large and shared displays.

7.5 Conclusion
We proposed Window Avatar, a new interaction technique to better support individual and
collaborative activities in multi-touch tabletop displays. This technique incorporates many of the
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capabilities that have been proposed for tabletop groupware into a single mechanism. It allows users
to temporarily group sets of objects and organize the table area, and also to support information
access and sharing for multi users on a tabletop workspace. As multi-touch tabletops are gaining
popularity in collaborative activities, it is important to design interaction techniques which can
improve interactions on manipulation and collaboration. Our work is one step in this exploration.
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Chapter 8 General Conclusions and Future
Research Directions
8.1 Summary of Contributions
Gesture-based interaction has been widely employed in the design of touch screen devices. This
interaction style can provide users natural and convenient operation feeling, hence drawing much
attention in HCI research field. This thesis presents five studies which focused on two important
issues regarding touch-based gesture interactions. Three of them are referred to how to design
touch-based gestures, with regard to different input forms (pen vs. finger), users of different ages
(older users vs. younger users), and different entry sizes. The other two are about how to employ
touch-based gestures in interactive activities: gesture performance in a document scrolling task of
touch-based mobile phones and the use of touch gestures to better support multi-user collaborative
tasks on large tabletops respectively.
For gesture-oriented design, three studies were conducted to improve touch based gesture
design. The purpose of the first study is to quantify the differences and similarities between finger
and pen gestures. The work has provided a methodology to investigate and quantify the performance
of finger and pen gestures, in which finger and pen gestures were analyzed according to multiple
features that characterize stroke gestures. Some features revealed similarities between finger and pen
drawn gestures; finger gesture design should exploit these features but avoid using the features
which were less accurate with the finger than with the pen. This work provides a solid foundation to
apply principles, methods and findings from pen-based gesture design to finger-based gesture design.
Second, a user-defined gesture study was conducted to compare user-defined gestures between
younger people and older people in the context of pen input and finger input. It was found that (1)
gesture design should avoid using gestures with high Degree of Freedom for older people; (2)
desktop paradigm has less effect on gesture performance for old people than for younger people. (3)
analogue gestures are easy to remember and use for older people, hence should be deeply explored
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and widely used. The study demonstrates that understanding the preferred gestures of both younger
adults and older adults is important for gesture design. Third, as gesture entry size is an important
factor for determining users’ performance of gesture input, a study was presented to quantitatively
investigate optimal finger-based entry size in touch-based mobile phones for two commonly used
Chinese handwriting input styles: two-handed entry with the non-dominant hand holding the device
and the index finger of the dominant hand entering characters; and one-handed entry with the
dominant hand holding the device and the thumb of the dominant hand being used for character entry.
Results were assessed in terms of the number and length of protruding strokes, writing time, stroke
writing speed, size ratio, number of writing attempts and subjective preference. For both one-handed
entry and two-handed entry, the optimal entry box size for handwritten Chinese characters was found
to be 2.5cm×2.5cm. This size entry box is large enough for fast and accurate handwriting with high
entry area utilization rate and few, short protruding strokes. The experimental results and
methodology of this study can be employed in user interface design for gesture-based interaction in
touch-based mobile phones.
With respect to gesture-based task, two studies were conducted to analyze gesture-based task
and support gesture-based interaction. First, because flick and ring are two important scrolling
techniques for document navigation, examining the advantages and disadvantages of these two
scrolling techniques would be beneficial to scrolling technique design. For this purpose, this thesis
quantitatively analyzed the performance of two scrolling techniques (flick and ring) for document
navigation in touch-based mobile phones by means of three input methods (index finger, pen and
thumb), with specific consideration given to two motor activities: sitting and walking. Our findings
were as follows: (1) overall, in both sitting and walking activities, for the three input methods, flick
resulted in shorter movement time and fewer numbers of crossings than ring, suggesting that flick is
superior to ring for document navigation in touch-based mobile phones; (2) for sitting activity,
regarding pen and thumb input, there were interaction effects between scrolling technique and target
distance. Ring led to shorter movement time than flick for large target distance. This finding
indicates that ring has a potential interaction advantage, which should be deeply explored for future
scrolling technique design; (3) regarding sitting and walking activities, both flick and ring document
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scrolling in touch-based mobile phones can be modeled by the Anderson’s model [2]. We believe
these findings offer several insights for scrolling technique design for document navigation in
touch-based mobile phones. Second, this thesis proposed Window Avatar, a window-based technique
which allows the user to create a personal territory by means of hand shape gestures in multi-touch
tabletop displays. Based on Window Avatar, a set of interaction techniques were presented using
shape gestures in combination with direct manipulations, so as to enhance user interaction on
manipulation and collaboration. The user can aggregate and manipulate groups of objects with these
interaction techniques. In addition, these interactions can provide users to better coordinate access to
space and resources, aid users in view remote territories on large displays, and result in a high level
of group awareness as well.
In summary, this dissertation contributes to the field of gesture-based interaction in view of
gesture-oriented design and gesture-based tasks. The research topics studied here plays an important
role in touch-based gesture design. As a basic understanding of these topics has been established,
further research issues are exposed, which should be pursued in future studies.

8.2 Future Research Directions
As introduced in the section of Introduction, gesture related research covers wide range of
research topics in HCI field, such as gesture-related models, gesture recognition, and feedback of
gesture input. This thesis focused on two topics of touch-based gesture interaction: (1)
gesture-oriented design, with specific consideration of input forms, users ages and entry sizes; (2)
gesture-based task, which aims at a document scrolling task in touch-based mobile phones and a
collaborative task on large tabletops. These studies provide a number of valuable findings and
methodologies for future gesture research regarding other aspects of gesture-based interaction.
This thesis examined the differences and similarities of pen gesture and finger gesture in a
Tablet PC in the context of sitting posture for younger adults. Future work will concern the
investigation of pen and finger gesture in mobile devices in the context of walking posture.
This thesis investigated the gesture performance in a document scrolling task in touch-based
mobile phones and a collaborative task on large tabletops. In the future, we seek to employ
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gesture-based interactions in other interaction tasks such as target selection and examined the gesture
performance in comparison with other input techniques.
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